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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, lt' So

'CITY EDITION

PACIFIC RATE CASES
AN ATTEMPTED BURGLARY
'
'
Washington, March. 20. The Inter
Failing to gain entrance to tile
state Commerce Commission today be
house a burglar who was prowling
gan a hearing on the thirteen appliabout (he. residence ot John Rogers
cations filed by transcontinental railSaturday evening contented himself
TO
roads for relief from the operation of
with devouring several viands that had
the long and short haul clause as
been left in the refrigerator on the
amended by the new commerce law.
back porch. As a result the Rogers'
community should be allowed 'to die
Under the new law the railroads are
tate to any other community on this
Sunday dinner was not the bounteous
forbidden to charge a higher rate
matter.
repast that is usually set forth on the
to Intermediate points than to Pacific
'It is so with the principle of re FORMER
PROBATE
JUDGE
OF
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON ROUGH first day of the week. Mrs. Rogers UNUSUAL
DEMONSTRATION
coast terminals, where water compeAT
call. 1 do not believe in its wisdom
was alone in the house with her little
UNION
COUNTY
FOUND
LY HANDLED BY A CARPEN
RAILWAY
tition in 'encountered, except when the
STATION IN
here in Arizona, as provided in the
Mr. Rogers being out ot
daughter,
GUILTY BY JURY
TER IN NEW YORK
Arizona constitution; but Arizona has
specific
approval of the
MEXICO CITY
town on a business trip. When she
'
an absolute right to try the experiCommerce Commission has been ob
first heard the burglar on the porch
ment if it sees fit- Indeed, a system DELIBERATED HALF AN HOUR tained. The railroads are: seeking to PROVOKED BY
ALLEGED INSULT Mrs. Rogers was too friethened to GREAT
under which, judges are appointed for
have the old rules relative to rates
CROWDJMERED HIM
call for help. Later she aroused the
life differs more from one under
continued. The subject is one of vital
neighbors but the man made his es
IMPORTANT
HOWEVER, HE CONDEMNS ITS which they are elected for very Short TRIAL WAS MOST
importance both, to the railroads and ASSAILANT DECLARES HE ACTED cape when he found his presence on MINISTER
OF FINANCE
WENT
ONE AT RECENT TERM OF
WITHIN' HIS RIGHTS IN
terms, than the latter does from a
APPLICATION TO THE
the shippers and it is expected the ar
DIRECT
discovered.
tjhe premises had been
TRAIN TO HIS
FROM,
system which provides for the recall.
COURT AT CLAYTON
JUDICIARY
MAKING ATTACK
guments before the commission will
This is the firet case of attempted bur
SUBURBAN RESIDENCE
Each state should have full liberty to
'
consume several days.
that has been reported this year
glary
act as it chooses in such a matter.
VICTIM DENIES ACCUSATION although last summer and fall sneak TO SUCCEED
PURELY A LOCAL MATTER and therefore each territory desirous AN INDETERMINATE SENTENCE
DIAZ IS REPORT
thievery prevailed to a considerable
PROBING FERRER TRIAL
of being admitted as a state should
extent.
Madrid, March 20. The government
have the same liberty.
CONVICED' MAN,
MAO
64
WHO
IS
VISITED
FLAT J N RESI
VIEWS OF OUTSIDERS ON BASIC
POPULACE
HAILS CABINET MEM
its official Investigation
"I am a strong nationalist, but I
today
began
YEARS OLD, GIVEN 3 TO 10
DENCE SECTION TO MEET
LAW HAVE NO BEARING ON
into the trial of Professor Francisco
am no less a believer In the rights
BER AS SAVIOUR OF THE
FIREMEN OVERCOME
THIRTY
YEARS IN PEN
PARTY ON BUSINESS
BIGHT TO STATEHOOD
Ferrer. Professor Ferrer, who was
of the states whenever the rights of
COUNTRY
Chicago, March 20. Thirty firemen
one of the leading spirits among
the states mean the rights of the
were overcome by the fumes of am
20. District
N.
and in this case
iew rork, March 20. Booker T. monia yesterday while fighting a fire Mexico City, March 20. Finance
Spanish socialists, was convicted at
jj0 rights Clayton, M., March
IT'S REPUBLICAN IN FARM ofpeople,
the people include the right of the court for Union county adjourned Sat Barcelona on charges of revolution- Washington was not able to appear in which destroyed a warehouse of the Minister
Jose Yves Limantour arrived
people of any state to decide upon urday evening, and Associate Justice ary activity and executed October 13, court today because of the
Monarch Refrigerator company and nere at 10 O.clock tnl mornlne.
a
he
injuries
IS
IN any course of action It deems best C. J. Roberts returned to his home in 1909.
THIS BEING SO, CONGRESS
The execution aroused a storm received last
a
of 800,0U0. Thrilling
caused
loss
great crowd awaited him at the railnight, and the hearing
in this matter. The United States Raton, where he will remain this week of indignation among socialists the
HONOR BOUND TO ACT
iuau0 .u
'"s in "- way station. Senor TJmiintniir went
of the charge against Albert Ulricas,
adin
is
honor
bound
and
term
the
Colfax
to
government
for
open
spring
world over and charges were made
conscious firemen from the burning
FAVORABLY
from the train to
Buburban
mit Arizona under its ' present con county on Monday, March 27.
carpenter, arrested last night on structure. It was necessary to take d,rect
that Ferrer's trial was conducted unhome Llmantour wag glven a tre
stitution.
One
of the most Important cases fairly. The protests were taken up Washington's complaint of felonious mem uuwii me jiiw escapes &s my
Phoenix, Ariz., March 20. Colonel
mendous ovation. Crowds of citizens
"Now my friends, while in the full. tried during the term
cables of the elevator in which the
just closed was by the opposition in the'eortsz and assault, was postponed until
of
one
addressed
hailed him as the "Saviour" of the
Theodore Roosevelt
est- way I thus acknowledge
your that of the Territory vs. Sllvestre Tor- the government was finally forced to
rescuers ascended snapped and the
On the way to his atuomo
country.
the greatest throngs ever assembled right to form the constitution that res, charged with, the murder of
to the demands for art investlga
Ulrichs, who is a white man, main cage plunged three floors to th
yield
'minister
the
here
bile,
have
on
stopped several
formed and to he admitted
the plaza
you
in the Southwest
tained today he was acting within his basement with a load of firemen.
by stabbing him with tion.
to
times
addresses
to
listen
to
full
thereunder
by stuin
Arizona
the
membership
a knife. The trial lasted three days.
today, his theme being the
rights when he pursued the noted nefederal union I also wish It distinctly The
dent
and
others.
workingmen
Colonel
jury was out but half an hour,
constitution and statehood.
gro educator several blocks before a
MURDERER GETS 40 YEARS
understood that while there are many
policeman appeared. Ignorant of the
Eoosevelt arrived at noon from Mesa, provisions in your constitution with when it reached a verdict of voluntary FIVE HILLED IN
N. M., March 20. Oscar
Roswell,
Llmantour to' be President
The Jury stood on the
negro's Identity, he declared, his wife
was found guilty of
where he spent Sunday. He was the which I heartily agree, there are some manslaughter.
Cheany
New
today
York, March 20. Senor Jose
first ballot, eleven for conviction, one
had complained to him of a negro she second
murder for Ihe killing jves Llmantour. Is to assume the presi- degree
guest of honor at a luncheon given with which I disagree, and notably for acquittal.
.
had met in
of their flat of Alexander Hanby in Roosevelt aenCv
among these Is the provision of the
of the Mexican government for
MINE EXPLOSION in West Sixty-hir-the hallway
by members of his former Rough
Judge Roberts sentenced Torres to
street.
county on December 24. He was gi"- - a yme at least, according to Gustavo
follow
Rider regiment. Immediately
nor
ten
more
not
lens
than
three
than
Mr. Washington, who was sent to en a sentence of from twenty to forty x.
rcontlnued on Page Five)
Madero, brother of the Mexican Te- was escorted to
years in the territorial penitentiary.
the Flower hospital, where sixteen years in the penitentiary.
ing, the
leader. The retirement of
volutlonist
His counsel, J. Leahy filed a motion DEADLY BLACK DAMP CLAIMS stitches were taken in his scalp, as
the plaza, where, from a specially
Madero
Diaz,
says, will pave the wa
his
VICTIMS IN PITTSBURG
constructed stand, he delivered
for a new trial which was overruled.
serted his mission to that neighbor
to
a
settlement of the revo
peaceable
said:
COX
Roosevelt
Colonel
STAND
address.
DISTRICT
He gave notice of appeal, filing bond
hood was perfectly
and
legitimate
adand
the
lution
holding of a general
not
was
COMMANDS
"I regret that Arizona
in the sum of $4,000.
that he had been made the innocent BISHOP
f
which
"a representative of
election
conat
last
the
statehood
to
by
mitted
The killing of Enoinias occurred et
20. Fiva victim of an atrocious assault.
PittBiburg, Kau., March
conthe
of
all
the voters" will be
next
majority
TRIAL
PERJURY Bueymos, Union county, on the night men, one of ttima Jolui Joylini, gen Mr. Washington told the police that
gress, and I trust that the
elected president.
It. The
admit
fall
TO
without
REBELS
will
gress
QUIT This declaration was published here
of 3et amber 3, following a political eral superintendent in the coal de he had received a letter from a friend.
I regard
objections to admitting it
meeting held at that placita for elec- partment of the Missouri, Kansas & relative to Tuskegee College, and had
yesterday and later confirmed by Maas without warrant of justice. Appar- JUDGE HUNT THROWS OUT OF tion of delegates to the statehood con- Texas railroad, are dead as the re- gone to see him to talk over the mat
dero
chief-lat his hotel. The statement says
PROCLAMATION
BY
CATHOLIC
COURT AFFIDAVIT OF "BIAS
ently these objections have been
The testimony developed sult of an explosion of black damp ters discussed therein. After church
vention.
in
that
part:
fact
the
to
IN
PRELATE
CAUSES
due
SONORA
or entirely
AND PREJUDICE"
that a dance was held following the in the company's mine at Mineral. services last evening he decided to
"Senor Llmantour, the strong man
A SENSATION
Arizona haB adopted in its constitu'
look up this man, Mr. Smith by name,
meeting,, at which whisky flowed like Kan., yesterday.
of the Diaz government, is to succeed
and
initiative
tlon the referendum,
There were three explosions, the but found he had left the letter con
his chief immediately as president, his
Cincinnati, March 20. George B. water from a mountain stream, and a
recall.
first just after Thomas Cheek and
Inbecame
Guaymas, Sonora, March 20. Local title then becoming 'provisional presithe
of
his address, at the hotel. He
number
participants
taining
In
Cox's
of
form
affidavit
and
the
with
not
bias,"
"prejudice
"I do
agree
toxicated and belligerent. Encinias John Burgan, shot firers, went into recalled, however, it was an apart papers yesterday published a procla dent He will hold office until a real
which Arizona has adopted the re- filed before Judge Frank Gorman, by
to begin work. Both men
street. mation Issued by the bishop of Son and true election Is held, when the
ment house In West Sixty-thirentered the house of Torres, without the mine
were
killed
call, especially as regards the judic- which the indicted political leader
instantly. The second ex- He went to the house and was looking
which
to
of
nominated by conthe
knocking,
ceremony
ora, calling on tne reDeis to lay regular candidates,
came when William Jeffers,
iary; but while I regret that Arizona sought to bring his case before some
and a fight followed, plosion
boxes
on
name
to
letter
the
Torres
be
at
the
called, will take
ventions
objected,
this
in
plates
recall
yet
the
should have adopted
down their arms. The letter has creanother shot firer, went underground
Is the only way to save
in- other jurist of the court of common which resulted in the death of Enon the doors in the hall of the apart'
This
but
place.
not
admit,
I
merely
to
rescue his fellow workers. By lying
fashion,
TJ1 ated a sensation and may cause some Mexico.
cinias.
on the ground a moment before the ment, when he was attacked by
sist,, that this Is a matter purely for pleas, was thrown out of court by
counMora
in
cessation of hostitlities.
Torres formerly resided
and that Presiding Judge Charles Hunt in a de"Limantour is to be president only
Arizona's own decision
second explosion Jeffers saved his rich.
San
of
resident
a
last
was
said
nor
that
court
in
later
Wrlch
any cision rendered today. This probably ty, and
a little while. Then the candidates
for
today
neither the opinion of myself
life.
4j
he
a
bearSurrounded
Some
from
Hermosillo
ago
on
years
his
wife
has
the
will
county.
will
to
Miguel
soon
outsider
Cox
means
returning
slightest
go before the people and after
trial
go
other
that
Just as he reached the surface a night
four
and
to
years
the
Runto
been
to
20.
privihad
moved
she
a
March
walk
spoken
Arizona's
on
Bueyeros,
that
on
representative of the majority
reported
of
right
Sonora,
rescue
and
Hermosillo,
of
perjury.
ing
charges
party, composed
Joyling
a?o ' was elected probate judge of two miners, Samuel Watson and a by a negro In the hall. "I went out ners have brought in the news that of all the voters will be president. Wilt
lege of statehood. What the views
General
our hall
Union county.
be that man?
of New York and Texas upon the
foreigner, rushed into the pit in and saw the negro
seven hundred rebels are twelve my brother
IN LAN IT OF SUNSHINE
whatknows.
Who
In the case of the territory of New search of Cheek and Burgan. Less way and later saw him bending down
Bernardo
Ryes?
question may be has nothing
almiles from, this town. The city is
Los Angeles, March 20. Colo.... Mexico vs. Kelley Douglas, charged than thirty minutes later there was peering through the key hole."
ever to do with Arizona's right to its
The conferences here in New York
most unprotected by soldiers.
Theodore Roosevelt, accompanied
own views.
said the negro swung a blow at
with unlawfully killing cattle belong- another explosion which killed Joy-linwere held in secret I can not say that
"It is difficult for me . to discuss his "amily, is due to arrive in tiii ing to L, A. Tabor, the jury returned
attended
them. I heard much
and his men.
his Jaw when he asked him what he
went
after
CONVICTS
he
those
FOR
BONUS
when
seriously the assertion that the adop- c.iy tomorrow morning and wiil ipend a verdict of guilty and the judge sendays Senor Lim
wanted, and that
though during
tion of the initiative, referendum and two days in Ms vicinity. Among Ue tenced Douglas' to two years in the terat the Hotel
DEAD
the
on
was
work
antour
. DUKE CITY LAWYER
up
the
hasten
putting
the negro, the latter fell down twice
to
In oder
recall make a form of government iature3 of his visit for which
ritorial penitentiary. Douglas took an
Albuquerque, N. M., March 20. Af- In his efforts to escape, and In this construction of the new highway from Plaza and therefore I will not be surwhich is not republican. Switzerland
have been concluded wil r.ppeal to tihe supreme court.
ter battling for several years against way sustain d the injuries he suffered. Las Vegas to Mora, it is reported that prised at a report which may come
has adopted all three and to say that be a luncheon with Governor Johnson
the great white plague, John A.
a new plan will be put into operation, any day from Mexico City telling that
Switzerland is not a republic is simp- .nd some of the Progressive leaders
Limo
White, a well known attorney
which the convicts on the road Diaz has stepped aside and that
by
ly a contradition in terms. Surely u California, a lecture at the Throop PRESIDENT TAFT IS
this city, passed away at 9:50 o'clock BANKER CONVICTED OF
extra
for
ruler."
is
a
bonus
antour
be
paid
gang will
no one can expect to be taken serilast night at his home here. Although
Polytechnic Institute in Pciadenn,
work done. If the plan is adopted
or
that
asserts
if
he
Oregon
ously
Mr. White had been confined to his
and an address to be delivered in Los
BACK IN TOHINOTON home for several months, his condi BUYING STOLEN STAMPS the amount of work usually done by
SIMPLE FUNERAL FOR MOFFAT
California in its form of government
night at a mass
Wednesday
Angeles
each convict In a day will be set as
as
as
not
is
York March 20. The Bimple
absolutely republican
tion was not generally known to be
under the auspices of Jhe
the standard. If the men handle more New
Connecticut or Pennsylvania or Mis- meeting
PREPcritical and news of his death xcame JURY AT WICHITA FOUND L. S. feet of dirt than the standard requires Episcopal services for the burial of
IMMEDIATELY
City Club and the Republican State WILL BEGIN
sissippi. This being so, there can Committee. From Los Aneie3 Colas a shock to his many business asthe dead were read yesterday afterTO
ARATION OF MESSAGE
NEFTZGER WAS IN LEAGUE
they will be paid a small sum of
he no ground for refusing to admit
and
Mr.
sociates
White
over the body of David H. Mofnoon
would
acquaintances.
to
San
will
this
believed
go
plan
money- It is
SPECIAL SESSION
WITH CROOKS
a territory to statehood when its pro- onel Roosevelt
railroad
was 47 years of age and was a lawresult in the saving of considerable fat, the Denver banker and
relaposed constitution does not essentialof
marked
as
of
mourners,
handful
yer
A
high
ability,
ranking
man.
would
be completed
money as the Job
Washington, March 20. President a member of the
ly differ from the actual constitutions
Kan., March 20 L. 3. much more
of Bernalillo
Wichita,
gathered
intimates,
bar,
the
business
and
tives
removing
to
quickly,
Washington today
Taft returned
of certain states already within the
OHIO ELECTION PROBE
and the territory- Mr. White Naftzger, formerly president of the cost of maintaining the camp during at the bier, among them William G.
from Augusta, Ga., where he had county
union.
Union, O., March 20. Judge been spending a week's vacation. He came to Albuquerque two and a half Fourth National Bank of Wichita, the several weeks that would he cut Evans, vice president of the Denver,
"The principles of the initiative and A. Z. Blair
today reopened his court went immediately went to the White years ago from El Paso, where he had was found guilty by a jury In the oft.
Northwestern and Pacific and Dr. H.
referendum may or may not be adoptmov
months
for
before
lived
eleceight
the
of
for
the
further
will
take up
tearing
M. Gillespie, the dead man's grand
The president
House.
federal court here yesterday of buyed to the needs of a given state unlng to this city. He came to the
taken
which
have
tion
fraud
eases,
his
already
of
once
the
at
preparation
nephew. The body was later
der given condltlons- -I believe the? resulted in
TO MOTOR TO VEGAS
ing and selling stolen postage stamps.
Limitdisfranchisement of a message to congress resubmitting the southwest from Macon, Mo.
the
Twentieth
Century
the
aboard
and
some
In
'are useful
communities,
The offense is punishable by a maxAlbuquerque and Santa Fe motor ed for Denver, accompanied by
counnot In others but to deny a terri- majority of the voters of Adams un- Canadian reciprocity agreement. He
enthusiasts
are planning an automo Messrs. Evans and Gi'lesple. The
priin
five
imum
sentence
of
years
Four hundred voters are still
expects to confer with the leaders of
!
tory the right of statehood because ty.
KILLED
to
bile
Las
THIRTY
IN
Vegas over the scenic funeral will b simple and will be held
trip
g
der
indictment
for
son
fine
and
future
of
a
alleged
$5,000.
both parties in the immediate
It has adopted these principles is as
highway.
During the recent visit of from the family residence there on
and all of these have been noti- regarding the work of the special
Naftzger purchased the stamps a
wrong as to say that Vermont should
of
automobilists,
party
reciafternoon.
BATTLEAT COLONIA from Frank S. Burt, former chief of members ofAlbuquerque
not be a state because Its govern-ment- fied to appear in court at once and session on his desires that the
New Mexico Automo- Thursday
the
and
either
make
the
ratified
confession
or
be
stand
trial.
procity"'
agreement
system Is based upon the
stolen
bile association, to Santa Fe, the
police. The stamps had been
tariff board 5ill be passed- - That, it
principle of the town meeting. If the
sold trip - was suggested and both cities
were
from
Kansas
and
RUSSIAN CABINET RESIGNS
DEAD
COMPRISED
MEMBERS
THE
postofflces
wants
all
is
is
the
declared,
president
constitution of the United States forFORESTERS IN CONFERENCE
to
now
are.
preparations
making
to
Burt by Joha Callahan, of Wichita,
done at the special session. Hewoull
OF BOTH FEDERAL AND INSUR-RECTSt. Petersburg, March 20. The cabbids the use of the referendum or
is
a
to
consummation.
it
It
Salt
bring
March 20. A conLake,
Utah.,
redefer
robinet of Premier Stolypin resigned towho Is under prison sentence for
any
prefer that congress
FORCES
then the constitution
initiative,
planned to have the Albuquerque au- day. Minister of Finance Kokovcotf
ference
of
officials for the vision of the tariff schedules until
forestry
delav.
without
should be amended
bing the Milan, Kan., postofflce, and tomobiles make the
to Santa Fe
of outlining the coming year's the regular session next November.
El Paso, Tex, March 20. In a fight has also been convicted of buying and some afternoon in trip near future. probably will be the new premier. ,
According to the varying foundations purpose
the
of
work
the
here
department
began
to
the
last Thursday at Colonia siding, near
"
in, each state and according
. r.
Joining with the Ancient City cars the
selling stolen postage stamps.
limitations upon the use of the initia- today. Chief Forester Henry Graves, NO DECISIONS IN TRUST CASES
Torreon, thirty, federals and insur-recto- s
WOMEN
FOR
HOURS
of
remainder
Ve
to
Las
the
EIGHT
Journey
The former banker's defense was
Washington, March 20. Neither the
were killed. Captain Duran ol
tive and referendum, this use may or is president. District foresters are in
gas would be made on the following
Denver, March 20. The Btate senattendance
from
he
not
did
know
Inthat
Colorado,
Montana,
had
Oil
Standard
nor
Trust
the
Tobacco
In
stamps
was
not
federals
wise
be
killed.
the
those
any given
among
may
Las
autoists
will give the ate today passed the woman's eigh1-hoday.
Vegas
stance; but the right to its use Is New Mexico, Utah, California and cases were decided by the supreme Sixto Ugaldo, a shoemaker of Mata- - been stolen. He admitted purchasing visitors a warm
work day bill. The measure now
upon their
reception
court of the United States today.
Inherent in every community: and no Oregon.
moras, commanded the rebels.
them at a discount.
arrival here.
goes to the house.
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FIVE THOUSAND
YAQU1S JOIN

STOMACH

M

INSIRECTOS
ARE THE
ABORIGINES
"FUZZY WUZZIES- - OF MEXI-CA-

THESE

N

REPUBLIC

San Antonio, Tex., March 20 Five
thousand Yaqui Indians are in the
field helping the insurrectos in their
fight against the established government of Mexico, according to an official report received here, and preparations are being made to equip five
thousand more for fighting in the
next two weeks.
A number of places in Sonora have
been raided by the Indians and many
Americans are preparing to leave the
country, it is said. The Yaquls knowl
edge of the .mountain country of So
nora and their experience in fight in.;
the federal troops make them among
the most dangerous foes with whom
the Diaz government has to deal.
,

Yaquis Are Born Fighters
"Exterminating" the Taqul Indians
has been a favorite pastime with the
authorities
Mexican governmental
ever since the time of Cortez, and
though thousands of these people have
been shot and thousands more sent
to die on the plantations and in the
swamps of Tenuantepec and Yucatan,
d
there are still enough
Yaquis left to cause considerable
trouble if they have Joined the In
surrectos, as Is reported.
Insurging has been the vocation of
every. Yaqui, man, woman or child
since long before the present rebel
lion broke out In Mexico. Rebellion
and warfare seem to be inborn traits
' of the
Yaquis, carefully cultivated
(from (one generation to the next.
That It is right to shed the blood
of a Mexican official or soldier is a
Yaqui tradition, and it is one that
has been carefully lived up to.
Time after time, Mexican officials
have announced that now the Yaquis
were going to be exterminated, and
newspaper writers have either re
joiced or lamented over the news.
Rafael
In September, 1899, Don
Ruiz, a rich landowner of Hermosillo,
Senora, near the Yaqui country, was
quoted as follows:
"Within two months there will not
be alive in Mexico a Yaqui bearing
arms. The Yaquis will be driven out
of their mountains tOj the sea, where
they must surrender or aie.
, Yaquis Weren't all Deiad '
Nine years later, in September,
1908, there were enough Yaquis alivo
and bearing arms to murder Don Rafael on the road between Hermosillo
and Ures.
The troub'e between the Yaquis and
the government is, primarily, that the
Yaquis want to be ' independent instead of living in the
of the Mexican peon- They live In
the southern part of the state of Sonora. Sonora is a rich mlningcoun-try- ,
and it is inconvenient to have
able-bodie-

semi-serfdo-

-

FREE
ADVICE

TO WOMEN
"Women suffering from any form of
illness are invited to promptly com.
municate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
read and answered by women. A wo-man can ireely talK
of her private Illness to a woman;
tli us has been established this con-

between
Mrs. Pinkham and
the women of
fidence

America which has
never been broken.
Never has she pub
lished a testimonial or used a letter
without the written consent of the
writer, and never has the Company
allowed these confidential letters to
get out of their possession, as the
hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw
from, it is more than possible that she
has gained the very knowledge needed
in your case. She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has helped thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, should be
glad to take advantage of this generous offer of assistance. Address Mrs.
Pinkham, care of Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

DIS1HLSS

SIMM

VANISHES

If you had some Diapepsln handy
and would take a little now your
stomach distress or Indigestion would
vanish in five minutes and you would
feel fine.
This harmless preparation will di
gest anything you eat and overcome
a sour,
stomach before
you realize it.
If your meals 4on't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays like a lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Ask xour pharmacist 'or a
case of Pape's Diapepsln and take a
little Just as soon as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belching
of undigested food mixed with acid,
no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
or heavy feeling In the stomach, nau
dizzi
sea, debilitating headaches,
ness o intestinal griping. This will
all go, and besides, there will be no
undigested food left over In the stomach to poison your breath with nause
ous odors.
Pape's Diapepsln is certain cure for
stomachs, because it pre
vents fermentation and takes hold of
your food and digmts It Just the same
as if your stomach wasn't there.
Relief in five minutes from all stom
ach misery is a, any drug store waiting for "ou.
cases contain
Those large
more than sufficient to thoroughly
cure almost any case of dyspepsia, indigestion pr any either stomach dis
turbance.
50-ce-nt

60-ce- nt

the Yaquis claiming the ground as
their own merely because they had
lived on it for a few hundred years.
There was a serious outbreak oi
the Yaquis in 1899, which it took
more than a year to subdue. The In

dians had been given a sort of home
rule, and quarrels had followed in
the tribe. The Yaquis asserted that
in the division and allotment of lands
which1 had followed the establishment
of this "home rule," the best allot
ments had been given to Mexicans,
while the Yaquis had been given the
plots most poorly watered. So they
started on the warpath, burning vil
lages and murdering the inhabitants.
A number of Americans were slain
and then the district . was flooded
with federal soldiers.
The Horrors of Yuctan

,

Another war of extermination was
carried on. Thousands of men were
killed and the women and children
were packed into Mexican Jails. Then
they were taken to work as prison
era of war on the hemp plantations
in the wet, hot states of the south
Families were broken up, and chil
from their mothers,
dren taken
Chained together like galley slavest
the wretched men and women were
driven aboard ships and carried off
like so many catt'e to work as long
Jun
as they could In the fever-riddegles of Yucatan. To say that the
Yaquis were treated like cattle would
not be the truth. No enterprising
ranchman would have allowed his
cattle to be handled as these Indians
were.
Yucatan meant death to the Ya
Brought up in a country of
quis.
high altitudes, these hardy mountain
eers succumbed easily to the horrors
of the torrid, moist plantation land
to which they were sent, to which
was added a sort of work to whlcii
they had never been accustomed. Of
ten the
Jumped over
prisoners
the sides of the slave ships, prefer
ring to be drowned rather than die
in the southern swamps.
But it was only after a tremend
ous deal of fighting that the Yaquis
were subdued sufficiency to make
this wholesale exportation possible
Like the Soudanese natives of whom
Kipling wrote, the Yaquis may have
been "poor, benighted "eathen," but
they were and are certainly "first
class fightin' men." Decades of war
ring in the hills made the Sonora In
dlans able to endure all kinds of
hardships and the Mexican army
composed in part of criminals, and
in part of drafted men, had their
hands full handling them.
The Yaquis are Marathonen
n

One of the most remarkable proofs
is their
the Yaquis' endurance
running ability. Travelers who have
lived in Sonora say that it is not an
uncommon thing for one of these In
dians to run. ten miles an hour for
four hours. In the time of the Span
lsh rule these Indians often acted as
couriers and It is said that the Span
ish governor of Mexico used to get
fish from the coast as fresh as Presl
dent Diaz is able to procure today
by the somewhat leisurely railroad
system of Mexico.
of

TUCUMCARI GETS

EXPERIMENTAL

Tucuiucan, v m., Alarcn 2J. i'ho
general superintendent ot ttry larm
expeiimem stations, ueorge A. Cole,
with headquarters at Denver, who
works unuer the direction of the agri
cultural department, was in Tucum- -

CENTENARY

OF

L'AIGLON

Paris, March 20. Today marked the
centennial anniversary of the birth of
Napoleon II, one of the most pathetic
figures in French history. The only
son of Napoleon I and Maria Louisa
archduchess of Austria, the little
prince was decreed to be termed Na
poleon II, upon his accession to the
throne of France, which event was
destined never to take place. In his
infancy he was styled King of Rome
and after the abdication of his father
he was made Duke of Relchstadt, In
Austria. His brief life was passed at
the palace of Schoenbrunn, where he
died at the age of twenty-one- ,
a vic
tim of consumption.
ALLEGED

BRIBERY

CASE

Springfield, 111., March 20. The case
of John S. Broderick of Chicago,
whose name figured prominently
the Lorimer investigation, came up
for trial today. Broderick, a former
member of the Illinois senate,
charged by former State Senator David H. Holtslaw of Iuka with paying
him $2,500 on July 16, 1909, In Broder
ick's saloon In Chicago for Holtslaw
vote for William Lorimer for United
States senator.

ge

ON

T

Trees are one of the great sources of the nation's wealth and
should be carefully cared for.
When atree is cut down at least
two should be planted to replace it so that the supply of timber
may be sustained.
NOW THEREFORE, I, WlLLIAM J. MILLS, Governor of the
Territory of New Mexico, fn order that the importance of arboriculture may be appreciated, and in accordance with the laws of
said territory which provides that the governor shall annually
designate a day to be observed as Arbor Day, do hereby proclaim

DEPARTMENT TO
AGRICULTURAL
DEMONSTRATION
OVER
TAKE
STATION TnfcKt.

cari last week and met with the
Chamber of Commerce and the trustees of the territorial demonstration
farm, to consider the matter of taking over the farm and making it a
permanent government experiment
station, such as are being conducted
at numerous places throughout the
dry farming belt from the Canada
line to Texas. Mr. Cole was here last
fall and discussed the matter witl
local people, and made a report ot
his observations to the agricultural
recommendations
department with
that the appropriations be increased
to cover the expense of conducting
this farm. The appropriation was in
creased and this visit followed, with
a definite proposition to local people
to take over the farm.
The proposition submitted was that
the local people should guarantee the
erection of permanent improvements
on the farm to the amount of about
$2,000, to include a good house and
barn, and turn in such improvements
as are now on the place. On this
condition Mr. Cole proposed that the
department will take the place over,
furnish men and teams, and an experienced superintendent, and con
duct it as a regular government ex
proposition
periment station. The
looked so good to the Chamber of
Commerce and the trustees of the
farm, that they readily agreed to
guarantee the amount and make the
This will be sub
improvements.
scribed or guaranteed by private citi
that the
zens, on the condition
amount will be reimbursed from the
next appropriation by the legislature,
If such appropriation can be secured.
It was also understood that proceeds
from the farm will be used for ad
ditional improvements. The improve
ments must be made prior to July
1st; at which time the transfer will
be made. Treasurer Gerhardt reports
about $1,000 of last appropriation now
on hand, of which $700 will be avail
able to apply on the improvements.
Balance must be otherwise provid
ed by another appropriation.
It was the sense of the meeting
that a committee on "ways and
means" be appointed to work with
the board of trustees of the demon
stration farm, to raise funds and
make necessary arrangements for the
transfer of the lease, etc. to the gov
ernment. The committee appointed
consists of the following: W. F. Bu
chanan, H. B. Jones, T. A. Muirhead
Joseph Israel and M. B. Goldenberg,
The transfer will be made as soon
as the papers are forwarded from the
government authorities.

PROCLAMATION

The spirit of conservation is abroad in this land and is rapidly taking a firm hold of the minds of intelligent citizens. Conservation when properly applied is of inestimable value to the
country as a whole, and is particularly valuable to the arid regions of the great West

FARM

TRIAL
Indianapolis, Ind., March 20. Oliv
er P. Ensley, former county treasurer,
was arraigned in court today to stand
trial for the second time on the
charge of embezzling public funds. The
case is one of the
Marion
Every woman ought to have
in
county
which
cases,
several
graft
80-paLydia E. Piukhani's
Text Book. It is not a book for PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS former public officials and others are
general distribution, as it is too PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to Involved. Ensley was indicted in 130S
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed and hia first trial took place a year
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write : for Ing or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 ago. The Jury failed to agree, stand
it today.
ing ten Jo two for conviction.
day or money refunded. BOe.
1

ARBOR DAY

FRIDAY,

MARCH 31ST, A.

D.,

1911

EFORE Imyin pri
clotD.es youll find it

worth while to examine the
nobhy

mixtures,

blue-gr- ay

aew shades of brown and tan,
and Hue, in the beautiful
Spring woolens just sent to

.

us by

to be
ARBOR DAY,
and request that said day be observed by the people of this territory by the planting of forest or ornamental trees or shrubs
for the replenishment of our forests and the beautifying and
adornment of public and private grounds, places and ways, and
such other undertakings as shall be in harmony with the general
character of the day.
I further order that the above mentioned day shall be a holiday In all the public schools of New Mexico; that the school officers and teachers on that day shall have the scholrs under their
respective charge observe the day bv planting trees and shrubs,
and by other appropriate exercises- The county school superintendents of the several counties are requested to give notice of
this proclamation to the various teachers of said counties and
make strenuous efforts to encourage a proper observance of the
day.
Done at the Executive office, this, the 18th day of March, A.

Ed. K Price 4 Co.
MERCHANT TAILORS

CMICAOO

your measure and

e'U take

kave your selection made up
as you want it, at a price within your ability to
And the clothes will satisfy you in
pay.
every particular or you needn t take them.
MO, V.

C0kNtt

MUM

r

D., 1911.

Witness my band and the Jreat Seal of the Territory of
New Mexico.
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
By the governor:
NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of New Mexico.

ORIGIN OF MENU CARD
IT WAS FIRST USED AT A BANQUET IN
At a banquet given by Duke Henry
of Brunswick in 1541 he was observed
In the intervals of the dinner to be
seen consulting a long slip of paper
which reposed at the side of his plate
to whidh he every now and then re
ferred. One of the duke's guests,
whose curiosity was aroused, ventured
to ask his grace what the paper was
for.
He explained that it was a sort of
programme or catalogue of the dishes
he had commanded from the cook. "To
the intent that If some delicacy, wihicb
especially appealed to his appetite,
were marked for a ljter stage in the
repast, 'he might carefully reserve his
appetite for it." The simplicity' and
utility of the idea, says the London
Globe, at; once took, the fancy of the
duke's ccavives, and the menu card
from that moment became an institution. The new fashion was so much
admired it traveled far and near, and
was adopted In England and France
at once.
It is curious to note the Menu was
the son of Brahma, whose institutes
are be great code of Indian civil and
religious law. Fare as relating to
food is very old, indeed, and we have
In Luke: "There was a certain rich
fared sumptuously."
man which
And there are many other references
to fare as meaning food. Fare, for
provender, dates from the Norman
conquest, but bill of fare much later,
though Dr. Johnson gives it as an
English compound.
Our great forefathers, however, in
times of yore contented themselves by
merely looking at the dishes and taking things as they came. They were
not quite so particular as we are nowadays. In the great houses the menu
cards was absolutely installed, while
the bill of faro reigned supreme at the
inns and taverns. The
bills of fpre used in private mansions
by the nobility and gentry were usually written on large cards elaborately
ornamented with gastronomic symbols
and all kinds of eccentric caricatures.
They were, moreover, written on a
large card, which was conveniently
placed in a prominent position on the
table, so that, usually only one or at
the most two were required for eaoh
day.

And this was quite necessary, as
nearly every establishment bad Its
own particular method of sending up
the varied viands in a variety of
forms and changes. In our times we
can be tolerably certain that the fish
will follow the soup, and that the entree will be followed by releve, and
one can fairly gauge what sort of a
demand each course will make upon
his digestion and appetite.
Not so in days of old, when each
county seemed to have its own special
As
program of culinary curiosities.
one writer says: "Close study fails to
reveal the existence of any principle
of arrangement.
You might begin
upon custards and pastry together
with kid, swan and capon, and you
might wind up your dinner with a concluding course of curlews and egrets.

ESTABLISHED 1362

New Mexico's Largest

Implement House

1541

venison, plover, oxen, quails, snipe and
hyrchouns."
These little eccentricities have not
quite died out, for in the Fen country
it is no uncommon thing for the dinner
to be commenced with a rolly-pol- y
jam pudding, with soup, fish and meat
to follow, while in Norfolk and Suffolk
it Is still the custom in middle-clas- s
families to have baked or boiled pudding with gravy as a prelude to the
proper courses.
There were no really set rules for
the proper serving of food at suitable
Intervals, and more often than not before the preliminary soup was introduced all the food prepared was plied
on to the plate of each dinner, fish
being-thonly separate dish.
But when it frequently happened
that If fish were to be of the meal, fish
and fish alone various kinds was
served. Here, for example, is a meal
of 1512: A quart of beer each, a quart
of wine, salt fish, red herring, white
herrings, and a dish of sprats. Another time It would be a round of beef,
but no fish.
In the beginning the menu card was
sufficiently modest to be sensible, but
as time went on fantastic designs became a feature and some of the first
artists of the day as now were engaged to show their skill in the art of
unexpected decoration. As the cards
grew smaller the designs, curiously
enough, grew larger, but at least there
was the great advantage of each guest
being supplied with one for his own
personal gratification, and moreover,
the tablt of printing them came Into
vogue.
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BAIN
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SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado
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TRUSKETT CASE CALLED
Independence, Kan., March 20. The
case of Al O. Truskett, charged with
the murder of J. D. S. Neely, president of the Wichita Pipe Line company and head of a trust company And
other enterprises in his home city of
Lima, O., was called in court today
for trial. Truskett shot and killed
Neely in the Palace Hotel at Caney,
this county, on the morning of January 7 last. The shooting was the re
suit of litigation over an oil lease between Truskett and the pipe line company of which Neely was president.
Children Who are Sickly
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their ohildren,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They Break up Colds, Relieve
Fevereishness, Constipation, Teething
Disorders, Headache and Stomach
Troubles. TJsed by Mothers for 22
THESE POWDERS NEVER
years.
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE.
Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

7 fW

For the Special Trade
Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Apricot Brandy
5

Stars ,

.

17

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have

your brand.

California Brandy

G. H. Mnmms ACo.
Pommery ,
Great Wests

Sauterners'

Virginia Dare
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

jmrstelner
Imported Port andSherry also White Port Wine.

1P

"

m
'MA M &
'

O. T. FARLEY,

Pnp.

mm

tor backache, rheumatism, Money or Diaaaer trouDie, and urinary irregularitie.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute,
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CR08S DRUQ CO.
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Our Full

Lime of

Groceries oo Sale

AT COST, ONE WEEK, FOR CASH ONLY

Phones, Main

and

John
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MISSING WOMAN

VEGAS-ROSWEL-

CALENDAR

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

BELIEVED TO BE
IN THIS CITY
DENVER

HUSBAND' ANXIOUS

LOCATE WIFE WHO

MYSTERI-RIOUSL-

N. C.

.

d

Coffee Cripples
Many a Man

And cripples don't usually
win races.

In the race for success one
needs good health.
If you find coffee a handicap', suppose you cut it out.

put you in the

running

Reason"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mioh.

p

Saturday.
Annual indoor track meet of the
Kansas City A. C. Kansas City, Mo.
Preliminaries of the intercollegiate
fencing championships at New York.
Close of the racing season at Tampa, Florida.
Intercollegiate wrestling championships at Prinston, N. J.
n
dual athletic meet
a' Ann Arbor, Mich.
A. A. U.
swimming championship at New York, A. C.
Opening of fifth annual show ot
Pittsburg Automobile Dealers' Association.

SCENIC

CLUB

Cornell-Michiga-

7

UNRIVALED
ROUTE

Santa Rosa, N. M March 20. Tho
Santa Rosa Commercial club has been
working on the proposition ot conauto line
necting the lloswell-VaughRosa auto
with the las Vegas-Santline of Santa Rosa. C. H. Stearnes
has just returned from a trip to
where he interviewed the business men on behalf of the Santa Rosa
Commercial club. The Roswell people
heartily endorse the plan- The exline
tension of this Roswell-Vauglto Snta Rosa, the
of the Las Vegas auto service and
the opening of the new scenic highway over the mountains, between Santa Rosa and Las Vegas, will create
one of the finest tourists rotfles in
the west. This will make a one-daautomobile ride from the flower and
fruit region of the Pecos valley via
the palisades, canon and lakes of
Santa Rosa through the mountain
scenery of Las Vegas to the ancient
capital of Santa Fe. This project
meets the enthusiastis endorsement
of Santa Fe and Las' Vegas, and it
Is confidently expected that the de
partment will establish this line as a
fast through mail route.
John H. Hicks, cowboy, rancher
and capitalist, a picturesque character
known over the entire southwest,
has returned from El Paso, Tex.,
where he had gone to meet
Roosevelt, and incidentally to
purchase the Irrigation machinery for
his model farm. Mr. Hicks and his
owners of the Agua
partners are
Negra grant, 17,000 acres, and the
Preston Beck grant, 200,000 acres in
this county. The model farm is about
eight miles north of Santa Rosa and
has been established as an Irrigation
demonstration farm. The engine and
pump purchased in El Paso will be
put in' place at once and will be
thoroughly tried out this spring and
summer. If it proves practical many
more similar plants will be put in,
both on the Agua Negra and the
Preston Beck grants.
Three hundred feet of heavy rock
work on the extension of the old
Puerto de Luna ditch has been completed and the balance will now progress rapidly. It Is expected that this
extension will be completed to the
point of diversion within a month.
District Attorney W. II. McElroy
is preparing to institute suit, against
some of the owners of large tracts
of land In this county. The amounts
due range from $500 to $6,000 on each
tract, the total amount due repre
sents about 25 per cent of the tax
able property of Guadalupe county.
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Tuesday, March 28
f

Miss Olga Nelhersole
(LIEBLER & CO.. MGRS.)
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And a splendid company of English and
American players in
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The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
By HENRI BERNSTEIN

J8f

author of "THE THIEF"

Adapted for the. American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
by BEN GREET

J-.-

v--

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

PRICES:
Entire Lower Floor
Reserved Balcony
Gallery..

:

f

$2.00

:

....$1.50

'...$1.00

JY

y

JOHN

D'S WASHING

Collars and cuffs which are washed,
starched and ironed at home, adorn
the richest 'neck and wrists In the
world. John D. Rockefeller, who could,
If he desired purchase every laundry
on the globe, wears nothing but homo
starched and ironed collars and cuffs,
The entire laundry outfit of the Forest
Hill estate Is made up of, Mrs. Mary
O'Keeffe and her sister, Mrs. Maggie
Hendron, who live In Turney road,
Newburg. For ten years every stitch
of clothing worn by the Rockefeller
family lias passed through their hands,
No
declares the Pittsburg Gazette.
other laundr" worker has been perFoley Kidney Pllli
Neutralize and remove the poisons mitted to touch the clothing.
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness and all kidney and bladder
Whn yon hBve rheumatism In your
Irregularities. They build tip and re- foot or Instep apply Chamberlain's
store the natural action of these vital Liniment and you will get quick re-"organs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Tt costs but
auarter. Why
Drug Co.
O'lifpr? For sale by all drugdats.
100-yar- d

POSTUM

cham-pionchi-

SUGGESTS
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BASKETBALL TEAM

Monday,

Central A. A. U. basketball championship tournament opens in Detroit.
United North and South amature
TO golf tournament opens at Fiuehurst, SANTA ROSA COMMERCIAL

Schedule meeting of the A'irgiula
State Baseball League at Richmond.
Annual meet of the Intercollegiate
Believing that his missing wile may Association of
Amature Gymnasts at
be in Las Vegas, W. G. AV'ertz, of 46
Yale.
Washington avenue, Denver has writl'acky McFarlund vs. Hilly Itynn, 10
ten The Optic, asking this paper to
at Oswcg N. Y.
rounds,
give the letter publicity in an effort
Dave Desliler vs. Battling Hurley,
to locate her. Mr. Wertz believes his 10
rounds, at New York City.
wife must have been taken suddenly
Glover vs. Joe Ferguson, 10
Johnny
ill and lost her mind, else she would
at Glens Falls, New York.
rounds,
not have left her home in Denver. Mr.
Tuesday-SalIt
Wertz's letter is
of the Paul A, Sorg stable of
follows:
"An Appeal to the Public:
show horses at New York City.
Will the sheriffs, chiefs of police deOpening of tho lauuual Palmetto
partments, officers and every kind citi- golf tournament at Aiken, S. C.
zen of New Mexico assist me in locatOwning of the polo Beason at Cor- who
Elsde
B.
ondo
Mrs.
Beach, Cal.
Wertz,
ing my wife,
left our dear home March 14? Last
Opening of annual show of Quincy
heard from her she was at Raon, N. Automobile Club, Quincy, 111..;
JI., and stated she would not get to
Opening of annual horse show in
the end of her trip until the following Dalaa, Texas.
day, which would lie the 16th. Sho
Hugo Kelly vs. Loo .Houtk, 12
No rounds, ui Boston.
said she had a position as cook.
account for this can I give and It 19
Frank Mantel vs. Montana Dan
simply driving me crazy. Her mother Sullivan, 10 rounds, at New York.
and sisters are dying with grief. So
Wednesday.
in the name of God and the people of
of annual bench show of
Opening
to
New Mexico, please help get her
the Nebraska Kennel Club at Omaha.
me. She may be cooking at the NorOpening of second annual automomal University at East Las Vegas, bile show at
Watrtown, N. Y.
for President F. H. H. Roberts. Will
of annual horse show at
Opening
give description of her as best I can. San Antonio, Texas.
Name, Elsie B. or Mrs. W. G. Wertz;
Frankie. White vs. Johnny Doncvan,
small, dark; weight 110 pounds; some 10
rounds, at Fort Wayne, Ind.
gold plates on side teeth; small nose,
Coulon vs. George Kit son,
Johnny
rather flat; small 'feet; usually wears 15
rounds, at Arkon, O.
nickle ring with wedding ring, and
Gus Christie vs. Young Hollander,
other hand ring with horse shoe; 10
rounds, at Madison, Wis.
usually wears blue hat, like umbrella
Glove- - vs. Jim Perry, 6 rounds
Mike
shape, and blue dress or black waist at
Pa. ,
Pittsburg,
and skirt; age 29 years. We are poor
she
Thursday.
people and have good home, and
was gone after I got home from work
Annual m oting of the Oh'o Autothe evening of the Hth. Has trunk mobile Association at Dayton.
with her. Please do assist me and
Annual, show of Butterfly Bench
wire at my expense or write if lo Show Association opens at Grand Raprated.
ids, Mich.
All papers please copy.
Annual amateur champlonslp of
Your most thankful,
America at clay birds at Travers
W. G. WERTZ,
Island, N. Y.
46 Washington Ave., Denver, Colo.
Jimmy Bonner vs. Tommy Ginty,
10 rounds, at Maueh Chunk, Pa.
DINNER FOR BRYAN
BIRTHDAY
Charley Griffin vs. Bunny Ford, 10
Lincoln, Neb., March 20. Many rounds, at Waterbury, Conn.
'
democrats of wide prominence are in
Friday.
Lincoln for the big dinner tonight in
Grand National Steeplechase, handicelebration of William J. Bryan's
will be run at Liverpool, England.
birthday anniversary. The program cap,
indoor conference athletic
Annual
has as its chief feautre an address
Northwestern
University,
meet
at
on "Arizona" by TTnited States Senator
111.
Evanston,
Oklahoma.
of
Owen
L.
Robert
Sam Iangiford vs. Sam McVey, 20
rounds, at Paris, France.
swimming
A., A. U.
at Argo A. A., Phldelphia.

"There's

Papeh

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

NORMAL UNIVERSITY

L

AUTO LINE IS

DISAPPEARED

10 days may

A.

BDBSIIKIIKIIEKB
Ave athletes above made an enviable record during the past season,
the
city championship to the High School. Reading from left to right
losiing
the members of the team are: Top row Koogler, forward; Fredericks,

"

-

The

guard; Gallegos, center; Comstock, guard; bottom row J.
Ellis, forward; Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts.

Shatters the Nervous System and Drives the
Drinker INSANE

Baker, coach;

The Neal internal treatment A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
COLONEL BARLOW TO
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each patient
agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
INSPECTJilE MILITIA to keep from becoming money at the end of third day.

OLGA NETI1ERS0LE
NEXT JTTHACTION
WILL

C.

APPEAR

U. S. ARMY

DESIGTACTITICAN
NATED BV WAR DEPARTMENT

NOTED ACTRESS
AT DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
MARCH 28

more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
and craving: for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the
system and ridding- the blood of
the poison by a rapid process of
elimination leaving- the drinker in
the same normal condition he was
in before tasting liquor, so far as
the effect of alcohol may be concerned all appetite for drink
gone and he a new man.
-

awaiting with
Theatergoers
keen interest the coming engagement
of Olga Nethersole at the Duncan
on March 28.
Miss Nethersole will be seen hen
In a new play by Henri Bernstein,
the author of "The Thief." It Is called "The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudwas
ray'1 and the English version
made by no Jess an author than Louis
Parker, who adapted "Chantecleer"'
for the use of Maude Adams.
In addition to this combination of
and company, the
names, Llebler
manager of Miss Nethersole, have
persuaded Ben Greet to stage the
play, and this fact alone should Insure a perfect performance.
The theme of "The Redemption of
Evelyn Vaudray" is based on the
of a young couple, who drift
apart and are finally brought together toy the love of the erring mother
for her child. Berstein has handled
the subject in a masterly manner and
the moral the play Inculcates Is a
"
deep one.
Miss Nethersole has always been
Identified with plays that have a purpose and she has found a role worthy
of her powers in "The Redemption
of Evelyn Vaudray." The cast will
Include a number of well known ac
tors.

are

g

B'NAI B'RITH MEETING
Columbus, Ga., March 20. Two hundred Hebrews who stand high la their
communities as citizens and men of
affairs are in Columbus attending the

district convocation of the Independent Order of B'Nal B'Rlth, the most
prominent of all Jewish organizations
in the world. The territory represented at the meeting comprises North
and South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia,
Delaware and the District of

Roswell, N. M.J March 20 Colonel
Warren S. Barlow,' United States
army tactitlcan, in th New Mexico

-

Military Institute, has received a request from the war department to act
as inspector officer for the annual
April inspection of all the companies
of the national guard in New Mexico.
Ho has secured a leave of absence
from the school and will perform No Hypodermic Injections
the inspection work. AH the regular The Neal internal
treatment efarmy officers of the southwest in acfects
a
in
cure
three days
perfect
tive service are now at the maneuvers and this accounts for the call up- without hypodermic injections.
on Colonel Barlow.
FINE HORSES UNDER HAMMER
New York, March, 20. The auction
THE STRONGEST ANIMAL FORCE
sale of Paul A, Sorg's great stable of
Ask ten persons what is1 the strongshow horses at Durland's Riding
est animal force in the world and nine
this week is exciting keen
will reply that it Is the blow from a Academy
exhibitors and horso
Interest
among
lion's paw. The tenth man may have
fanciers all over the United States and
had a checkered career and express
Canada and In Europe as well. The
the belief, based on experience, that
high
steppers that will go under the
it is the kick of a Missouri mule.
hammer ' include the polo hackney
As a matter of fact, the blow of a
which, at Long Branch
whale's tail is Incomparably the Vanity Pair,
summer beat Lady Dillingham,
last
strongest animal force; a blow deliverthree times the email champion of the
ed by a
whale placed at
National Horse Show. The team oi
just the right distance would smash trotters to win the Arrowhead cup
the side of a wooden ship as though
in the road race to the GarIt were an
The second last fall
will also be offered. The Sorg
den
strongest force Is the kick of a giraffe,
A. G. Vanderbilt's team
and this terrible kick is very ' ade- outfit beat
ten
minutes.
by
quate protection to these otherwise
helpless animals. The stroke of the
IN MEMORY OF BISHOP
lion's aw cornea third on the list.
Philadelphia, March 20. In all the
Roman Catholic churches of PhiladelBASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
phia special services wore held today
20. The to mark the one hunderdth anniver
Detroit, Mich., March
strongest basketball teams in the sary of the birth of the Rt. Rev. John
middle West ar entered in the tour- Nepomucene Neuman, fourth bishop
nament to decide the Central A. A. U. of Philadelphia and one of the most
championships, which begins in the distinguished, members of the hier
Light Armory in this city tonight un- archy in America. Bishop Neuman
der the auspices of the Detroit Ath- was born In Srachatlc, Bohemia,
letic Club. The play will continue March 20, 1811, and died in this city
over tomorrow and Wednesday.
Jan. 5, 1860.

A Modern Treatment

The Neal is a Physician's

Cure for the drink habit; it is
the most modern and perfect of
known treatments, originated by
a physician, and administered by
experienced physicians. It never
fails.

Call, write or phone 321 for free
book and copy of contract; Neal
Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
Albuquerque, N. M. All communications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
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Cream Balm
Ely's
Sure to Give Satisfaction.
GIVES

It cleaiiHe,

RELIEF

AT ONCE.

soothes, heals and protects th
di8emd membrane reuniting from Catarrh
and driven away s Cold in the Head quickly.
Restore the Senses of Tante and Smell.
Kaxy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Liire Size, 60 ceuU at Druists or
ninil. 'Liquid Cream Balm for use by
Id
atomizers, 75 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 66
Wrrri St.. New York
A Mother's Safeguard
Foley's Honey and Tar tor the chil
dren. Is best and safest for all
coughs, coldB, croup, whoonlng-cougand bronchitis.
No opiates.
O. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
h
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NEW PKESIDENTIAL

POWERS

0

FAHMEUETTES AXI THE
BALLOT

The powers of the United States
presidency, already greater than thosd
of the thrones of some of the liberal
monarchies, have been greatly increased by the decision of the
preme court in the corporation ta
case. In .upholding the corporation
tax law the court not only legalized
a new revenue method, but also the
inquisitorial powers by which the new
tax may be enforced.
The power to get into the inwards
of the big corporations was one of
the chief purposes of this new law,
if, indeed, it was not the main purpose, at least on the part of President Taft, who fathered the measure
and procured its enactment. It was
at first proposed that the reports made
by corporations should be public property not necessarily published, bu:
made available to public inspection.
Later It was provided that the presl
dent should have discretion as to the
regulations under which the reports
might be examined. But the powers
of the president over these reports is
complete. He may; know exactly what
they contain, and he may direct who
else shall have access to them.
So far little use has been made of
the publicity feature of the new law,
probably because it had not yet beea
passed upon by the supreme court
With the collections held subject to
possible refunding, it may, well be
assumed that the administration hesitated to go very far in its Inspection
or use of the corporation reports.
The law provides that the ta
shall be levied on the net income of
corporations from all sources, whether
on property iised directly in the business or held in other corporations or
enterprises. This means that the government collecting the tax has a
right to know for itself whether honest returns are made. It has a right
to see exactly how business is done,
how the books are kept and how the
net income the basis of taxation is
- arrived
at. There would seem to be
nothing essential to the business or
its profits that the government cannot reach.
Consider for a moment what this
power means. It gets to the bottom
of capitalization and its relation to
.assets and profits; it follows the
various devices by which big corporations or holding trusts farm out
their diversified Interests; it enable
the government to see precisely how
much or how little, if any, protection
is needed by the big beneficiaries of
the tariff; it should, in the end,
in establishing a definite method
or system of arriving at' actual values and rates of profit in business.
This is great power to give into
the hands of one man one executive
for It is conceivable that such power might be abused. But the possibility of Such abuse is very remote, and
it is relatively unimportant as compared to the facts of existing abuse.
It should be much safer to' trust the
president and future presidents than
to trust the corporations, which are
selfishly actuated, and merciless, in
many instances, in their extortions.
The new decision gives the government a key to the body of the
corporations--; for they have no
souls, it is said. And It Is about
time that somewhere, somehow.',the
study of this new anatomy should be
undertaken.
re-su- it
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The plan of Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont
to teach women the science of farming on the theory that they will then
come to understand and demand the
ballot may be all right, but there win
be difficulties to encounter.
Just as soon as women in general
become imbued with the idea thai
they want to vote, the ballot will be
handed over to them. The only reason they are not voting now is that
ihey do not care to take part in our
elections. A few of them do, it is
tiue, the leaders in the suffrage moveleadment but they are only
ers in reality. They do not lead all
their sisters worth a cent Occasionally they get up enough of a crowl
to make a showing, but the great majority of women have not yet become
interested in the ballot. It is doubt-tu- l
if they will ever become interested.
As to becoming "farmerettes," as
Mrsr Belmont calls them, therein lies
another difficulty. That is going to be
a hard road to travel. All women are
not fitted for driving mules and doing other work that must be done
on the farm. They can never leara
to use the language that seems to
be absolutely necessary to induce a
mule to lift his ears and take notice.
Imagine a woman trying to call the
cows home from the pasture half
mile away.
If all the labor on a farm could
be accomplished from inside an electric automobile, the farmerette would
be a smiling success, but there are
minor details, such as plowing, husking corn and feeding the hogs, that
must be given closer attention. Tho
farmerette would be likely to soil her
kid gloves. It is true that women do
own and conduct farms successfully,
paying their taxes like men, but as a
class they are not screaming to be
allowed to vote- It is taxation without
and
enough,
representation, true
doubtless they should be given a
voice in the conduct of the country's
affairs, but it will not be granted
to them until their sisters rise up
in solid phalanx and demand the
ballot.
Just now it seems that the time
when such a demand will be made
is a long way off in the future. The
few women asking for the ballot are
to be admired for their persistency
and the justice of their cause, but
they need a much stronger follow
-

it made the position of his secretary
of state' untenable. A rupture in the
cabinet, however, would have sbeea
most unfortunate at, that time, particularly as it would have involved the
man who had been the leading republican of the country up to the
time of the national conventio.i.
Whatever may have been Lincoln's
personal feelings in the matter he
made no sign of irritation. His repiy
to Seward was a calm summary of
the situtlon, pointing out that the
administration was following a definite policy in which Seward hsd hitherto concurred. If a change of policy
should seem advisable the president
t
himself must, of course, carry it
there seemed to be no good reason for a change.
So far as is known neither man
ever referred to the subjst a sain,
but a few weeks later the dislllurai-eSeward wrote, "There is bill one
vote in the cabinet and that is cast
by the president."
cut-Bu-

o

W II EKE MAX IS USELESS
There are certain periods in nearly
of
every man's life when he becomes
his
identity
that
so little importance
is in danger of becoming irrevocably
lost. One of them is house cleaning
time, when he drops so low in the
thermometer of life that zero is far
above him.
Now that the choice of Easter hats
is threatening to crowd consideration
of the Mexican war and the special
session of congress off the center of
the stage, such a period is already
upon Is- We have come to one of the
seasons when man is lnglorlously in
sense
the way and should have
told
on
without
move
to
being
enough
to do so or making it necessary to
call the police.
The average man's knowledge of
Easter hats might be printed in
type on thick paper and still ;t
would not cover a piece large enough
to wad a shotgun. He may think he
knows something about women sufhe finds that
fragists, but in the-ehe has succeeded only in accumulating a large fund of misinformation.
In the matter of "women's hats and
woman suffrage nearly every man is
so far behind that he does not even
know which way the procession is
-

ten-poi-

nd

going.

iDepressing occasions of this kind
come to some of us with alarming frequency. There may be times whe.i
we think we amount to something,
and we welcome ''the thought by
swelling up like a poisoned pup.
Something is sure to happen just
then to show us that we are not of as
much importance as a hill of beans
We might as well expect It.
At this season of the year, in tho
spring campaign, a man is likely to
get the impression that he is an im
portant part of the whole works. He
makes an argument on politics or
lng.
the revolution and blockades the
o
street. Swollen with pride, he goes
SEWARD'S WAIt CUKE
home and finds that his wife is clean
lng house. From that instant he beThe report from Mexico that a dem- comes a nonenity until the ordeal is
States over. The only way a man may reonstration by the United
tain his estimate of himself during
might unite the Insurrectionists and
a time is to become a reclus?
such
the government party against a com- and
live in the middle of a forty-acrmon foe, recalls that curious inci- field.
Oi
dent of the civil war when Secretary
Seward proposed to Lincoln to delib- ENI OF THE BLACK HAND
erately provoke war with France and
After having created a reign of
Spain in the expectation that the
terror
for years, the Black Hand has
in
the
north
would
with
south
"join
to trial. This is the
been
brought
a common cause."
real Black Hand and has no connecmemoranLincoln suppressed the
tion with the amateurs all over tha
dum, and it was not made public un- world who
occasionally write threattil a quarter of a century later. It was ening letters.
The Italian government,, after exdated April 1, 1861, and was entitled,
' Some
Thoughts for the President's ercising its skill for years in accumConsideration-The document was ulating evidence, has at last succeedin its criticism of ed in bringing these criminals to
both
extraordinary,
the president and In its suggestions trial. The Camorra leaders who killed
Detective Petroslno and vho fattenof policy.
ed on murder, blackmail and corrupIt began 'with the assertion that a tion mus answer for their deeds from
month had passed since the inaugurabehind the steel cages in which they
tion and that the administration was face
the law in the consecrated
still without a policy, foreign or do- church
in Vlterbo.
mestic. Therefore, a radical change
The dramatic setting of the case
was urged. "We must change the
attracts the attention of the world;
question before the public," Seward but more than
any other nation the
said, "from one upon slavery, for a
States is vitally concerned l:i
JJnlted
question upon union or disunion." To the outcome.
do this he proposed that war be deThe
of Alfano, who
clared against France and Spain and swore punishment
the vendetta against Petrosino,
that all the governments in North and the
punishment of his confeder
and South America be organized in a ates means
the annihilation of the
crusade to enforce the Monroe doc Camorra
through the banishment of
trine.
its potent ally, "fear."
This policy, once decided upon,
It is through fear that the Black
must be carried out by someone with- Hand makes
unwilling recruits of the
out debate or discussion of any sort. peasantry; it is
through fear that it
"It is not in my especial province," seals the lips of witnesses;' it is
the secretary added, "but I neither through
fear that It conceals its
seek to evade nor assume responsi- plans and gloats over its crimes.
J't"'
bility.
.The moment Italy shows that the
The implication was that Linco'n Camorra Is amenable to punishment,
was a failure as president, as had that moment the "honorable society"
been demonstrated
by a month's loses its terror.
By exacting the penalty of the law
trial; that the country needed a rad
ical change and that Seward was Italy will not only wipe out the
carnival of misdeeds' within"
willing to displace Lincoln as chief
her own domains,' she 'will rid the
executive.
The proposal was so wild and its Italian quarters , of .other cities of
s
and their kidnap
Implications bo offensive that the their
felt
ers.
that
have
readily
might
president
&
Q & '$ & i
v
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quet in Minneapolis: "Lawyers have
grand reputations for energy and perseverance.1 A lad said to his father"
one day: 'Father, do lawyers tell tho
Wlta much trouble the burglar had truth' 'Yes, my son the father reeffected an entrance into the trust plied. "Lawyers will do anything to
company 's eoice. ,Ar he approaches win a case." " Kansas CityStar.
ih big steel sale he" was confronted
'
"bave your dynamite,
"Can I stay here all night?" asked
oy this sign:
ihis sate is not locked- Turn kuoj the man without any baggage?
and open.
"Yes, sir," answered the hotel clerk,
"
"I dont know what their little "if you can put up
The man carelessly tossed a
game is, he said, but I'll just see if
bill at him.
it really is unlocked.
He grasped the knob and gave it
"I was going to say, air," resumed
a turn.
the clerk, "if you can put up with
Whereupon he received an electric our accommodations. Boy, show this
shock that nearly floored him, an gentleman up to 314." Chicago Trialarm bell rang loudly, the office be bune.
came flooded with light, a door in the
wall flew open, and a big dog sprang
Alkali Ike They have just taken
at him.
Roaring Bill to the hospital.
"Darn my fool hide! he exclaimed
Pistol Pete--Whhappened to
an hour later, as the door of a cell him?
in the police station closed on him.
Alkali Ike He tried to break up
"I know what's the matter with me! a suffragist meeting. Judge.
im too trusting! Chicago Tribune.
She They say that to scratch a
"Now, William," said the old farm match at the wrong end is a sure
er to his new apprentice, "I want thee sign of disappointment Do you beto mind what I say to thee, to be lieve it
He Certainly If you expect it to
sharp and attentive, and to delay not
in carrying out my instructions."
ignite. Boston Transcript.
"Ay, ay, sur,' replied William.
Mrs. Willis Isn't it awful the way
"First, now. I want thee to take
out the old white mare and have her people paw over goods In a store?
shod."
Mrs. Gillis Shocking. I went over
"Ay, ay, zur," said William, and to the waist counter this morning
and picked up every single garment,
separated.
He returned two hours later and and there wasn't one that didn't have
the marks where somebody had been
the old farmer questioned him.
"Thee hast not been quick, lad," handling them. Brooklyn Life.
he said, reprovingly, "but if thee has;
"You don't mind high prices?"
done thy work I ordered thee thoj
shalt be forgiven. Didst thee have the
"No," replied the resolute philosomare shod, as I telled thee?"
pher. "When prices are high, think
William, how much more you save every time
"Ay, ay, zur!" replied
beaming. "Didst thou not hear thi you decide to get along without some-thingExchange.
gun? I shot her myself and I've just
buried her." Answers.
"At first I avoided politics because
One thing about the professor's lec- I was too poor," said Mr. iDustin
ture at the village hall, on "The Won' Stax.
ders of the Human Body," seemed to
"And now?"
Mrs. Goppinger to be not quite clear
"They won't let me break in beand after her return home she was cause I'm too rich." Washington
still pondering on it.
Star.
"I understand everything he told,
us about the nerves and the way they
Tramp Kin 1 get a bit to eat
act, and all that," she said, "and how here?"
we couldn't" get along without them,
"Yes, if you'll saw that pile of
but I juet could not understand why wood."
he called that part of therain where
Tramp (sizing up' the job) I ain't
the nerves all center the saran tsei askin' for no
banquet,
lamy. Was Sarah Bellamy the name
who
of the woman doctor or surgeon
discovered it? I can't seem to find
anything about her in the dictionary,
Youth's Companion.'
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET KEPORTS
flONEY AND STOCKS
New York, March 20.

22

It had been raining 24 hours, and
the ground was more like a laku
than a football field, but the referee
could not see his way to postpone
the match.
"Surely you aren't going to make
up play in this? asked the visiting
captain.
"Of course you must play, declared
whistle. "Now,
the man with the
don't hang about. "You've won the
toss. Which end are you taking?"
"Oh, well," came the reply, with a
sigh of resignation. "I reckon we'd
better kick with the tide."
Tit-Bit-

5--

1--

3--

1--

3--

1--

7--

nElAL
New York, March 20. Lead easy,
t
$4. 40 4. 50. Standard copper,
and May $11.8011.90. Silver
dull-Spo-

CH1CAQO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 20. Cattle, 25,000.
Market steady. Beeves, $5.156.85;
WOOL
western
St. Louis, March 20. Wool Market Texas steers, $4.455.60;
and
stockers
steers,
$4.705.85;
unchanged. Territory and western
and
cows
heifers,
feeders,
$45.75;
1G
mediums, 1922; fine mediums,
$2 . 60 5 . 85 ; . calves, $6 . 25 8 . 50.
18; fine 1213.
Hogs 60,000. Market dull to tea
cents lower. Light, $6.707; mixed,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
$5.506.90; heavy, $6.406.80;
"Chicago, March 20. Wheat May 91 rough, $6.406.65; good to choice
Corn May 49
heavy,
$6.656.80; pigs, $6.507;
July 69
Oats May 31
bulk, $jC.656.80.
July 50
Sheep 21,000. Market steady. NaPork, May $16.67
July 31
tive, $35.10; western, $3.255.10;
July $16.00. Lard, May $8.72
Ribs May $9.12 yearlings, $4.755.65! ; lambs and
75; July $8.72
natives, $56.60; western, $5.25
July $8.70.
52

5--

l--

l--

l-- 2

G.60.

KANSAS "CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, March 20. Cattle,
Mack Do fish make brains?
10,000, Including 500 southerns. MarDenby Can't say, but I know they
ket steady to weak. Native steers, make liars. Christian Register.
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LINEN SUITINGS, SILKS, INDIA LINENS, PERSIAN LAWNS
AND DRESS MATERIALS NOWJDISPLAYED
,

Honest Linen, every stitch of it, stanch of weave and pearl of
Your wardrobe is not complete without some half dozen
garments, made from the above named materials
J
f
tint.

Lovely Colors'and Designs in
Imported Cottons
Because the fine French Imported Cottons,.
Swiss Muslins, Organdies, Dimities and Tulles
outrival all other cottons in beauty, they make
the most picturesque little frocks for out door
gatherings or evening affairs.
Many lovely colors and designs are to be
found in the Dress Goods Department.

New Wash Frocks for Girls
3 to 17 Years of Age
These new Wash Frocks for girls come in

particularly pretty plaids, and in models which"
fit perfectly the figure of the average girl of
this
age.

Ginghams start at $3.75, Fancy Madras
- ...

start at $1.50.

4

White Canvas Pumps and Oxfords

for Children
--Sizes 5

per pair.

.,.

Childs to 5
N

Misses-N- ew

,..

styles and lasts, 75c to

;

$1 ' 50

.

The

S15-51- 7

.

Minnesota
Representative
has 'much of the wit of his lamented
brother; Bill Nye, says the Washing
ton Star- Himself a lawyer Repre
sentative Nye said at a lawyer's ban

1-- 8.

3--

me-thirt- y

Nye of

1--

lover of nature eagerly awaits the first crocus in the Early
Spring, so does usually every woman enthusiastically greet the
first notes of the season.
Fashion promises a decided vogue
for Foulard Dresses. Women will undoubtedly be surprised at
the large collection we have assembled
J
tv
$

George Ade, at the New Theater anniversary dinner said of a modern
tragedian :
"The only trouble about his tragedy
is that It makes you laugh. His pathos is
It is like the
pathos of the German poet who made
a lover say to his lost love, as he
at the railbade her a final good-by- e
way station:
"Farewell. We part forever. But,
to make the separation more gradual,
am going by an accommodation
train." Pittsburg Gazette-Times- -

'"

44

As a

.

;

money

per cent.

3-- 8

$5.60(36.60; southern steers, $4,755 3
6; southern cows and heifers, $3.25
5.25; native cows and heifers, $3
6.10; stockers and feeders, .$4.50
5.90; bulls, $45.25; calves, $4.50
7.50; western steers, $4,736.25;
western, cows, $3.255.25.
Hogs 16,00O.vMarket five to ten
cents lower. Bulk, $6.606.70; heavy
$6.556.65; packers and butchers,
$6.606.70; light, $6.656..75.
Sheep 15,000. Market steady. Muttons, $45.10; lambs, $5.506.40;
fed wethers and yearlings, $4.25
5.75; fed western ewes, $44.75.

WOMEN'S NEW FOULARD DRESSES

"An Irish cab driver came into the
depot the other night," said the ticket agent, "and asked me how soon
the next train came In. I told him,
and he said thank you and went
away. In about five minutes he came
back with the same question.
"T told you not more than
five
minutes ago,. I said.
' " 1 know
it,' he answered cheerfully. 'But it's not me th't wants to
of
know this time. It's a friend
mine outside, th't has to watch his
horses and can't come in an ask
Plain
himself.' " Cleveland
yez
Dealer.

First Tragedian Ah! Deah boy'
The chance of my life came last
night. Izaacstein offered
shillings a week to play Hamlet. The
contract was drawn up he lent me
his fountain pen to sign with, when
Second Tragedian You woke up!
First Tragedian Damme! How did
you know?
Second Tragedian By the salarv,
my pippin. I've dreamt like that myself! Punch.

Call

Prime mercantile
2
cent.
Mexican dol
per
paper
Sugar
lars 45. Amalgamated 64
Great
120
Atchison 109
' New York
Northern, pfd. 127
Northern Pacific 125
Central 108
4.
oSuthera, Pacific
Reading 158
117
Union Pacific 177. Steel 79
pfd. 118

."

e

--

COMPLETE LINE OF! BRASS NOVELTIES

Railroad
Avenue

-

BJMB

Store of Quality

e. Las Vegas.

Opposite
Castaneda

-

ij miV.l'l.

&p

Hotel
Si
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PERSONALS

Prescriptionist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

m

GO.

Pbone Main 3

We Have Just Recei-- 1
ved a Lot of

I
I

Western

Garden
Seed
Cin Bulk

and Package--

From Barteldes Seed
Itjwill pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

Co.
(j3

$

X

J. A. Papen
Grocer and Butcher.

ADDITIONAUOGAL NEWS
A deputy sheriff came up yesterday
from Albuquerque and took charge af
Joe Lebfday, the Syrian arrested Friday evening on Santa Fe train No. 2
Lebfdav
by City Marshal Ben Coles.
was taken last night to Albuquerque
where he will answer to the charges
of cashing a check that did not belong
to him and beating a board bill. The
Syrian practically admitted to Chief
Coles his guilt on the first charge.

After having been 111 for several
days with an attack of tonsilitis Miss
May Young was today sufficiently recovered to resume her wofls In Baily's
store.
Finch's Golden Weddins Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram ot Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera bar. Served from
rels on the bar.

bar-

,

If you have trouble in getting rid
of your cold you may know that you
is no reason why a cold should hang
re not treating It properly. There
ou for weeks and it will not If yoj
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
OF STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING
will be a meeting of the

NOTICE

There
..stockholders of The Raton Mining &
Willing company at the office of the
company In Raton, N. M., at 10:00
a. m., April 20th. Important business
is to come before the meeting.
M. R. WILLIAMS,
3t
Sec'y. R. M. M. Co,
TO GENEROUS PUBLIC

WARNING
Max Reimer is under sentence

Charles Moore today made a trip
to the; mesa.
Fred E. Corbett la here from Nolan
looking after business affairs.
Sheriff 'Stevens of Lincoln county,
was here yesterday qn a brief of,'
i
, ;
ficial visit .
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
will go this evening to Socorro on legal business.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sharp of San
Marclal are visitors In this city. They
arrived yesterday.
Pablo Lopez who is employed in
Maxwell City, spent Sunday in Las
Vegas visiting home folk.
Louis Shupp went this afternoon to
Wagon Mound to sell Bingo cigars
for the Charles Ilfeld company.
R. R, Lark in left this afternoon
for Raton on a business trip for Ginn
and company, for whom he travels.
OUie Peterson and family, who had
been residing In Watrous for some
time, left yesterday for Hurley, S.-Paul A. Holland, district manager
for the Colorado Telephone company,
was here today from his headquarters
in Trinidad.
John Rogers, who went to Raton
several days ago as official stenographer in a bankruptcy hearing, re
turned last evening.
W. E. Gortner returned
yesterday
from Clayton where he had been at
tending the March term of the district
court of Union county.
Mrs. E. L. Goff, wife of the Santa
Fe agent at Lamy, arrived this af
ternoon and will spend a short time
visiting and shopping in Las Vegas,
C. A. Newman will leave tonight
for a short visit in the East, after
which he will go to Seattle, Wash.,
where he expects to locate permanently.
E. L. Hine, of San Francisco was
in town today and called on his old
friend, C- - H. Baily, whom he had no
seen In thirteen years. Hlne travels
for the Brittania Silverware company,
Judge Jesse G. Northcutt, prominent
attorney of Trinidad, Colo., passed
through Las Vegas yesterday on his
way to Socorro, where he has busi
ness before Judge Merrlt C. Meohem.
George H. Hunker returned yester
day from Wagon Mound where he had
been on a business trip. Mr. Hunker
took advantage of his trip to take a
few ehots at the ducks near Wagon

to

leave the United States of America
on or about May 20 or go to the territorial penitentiary for from two to
five years, and as he obtained room
and board and medical aid and did
not pay for the same the public is
warned not to give him anything on
credit Information will be given
cheerfully by,
R. H. GOHLKE.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
LOST A Ulllo female fox terrier pupmonths oil,
py, four and a foalf

white with black and yellow head
and little black spots near tail
Finder phone or call E. C. Ward,
reward.
902 Third St., and receive

I

eggs,

$1-0-

black .Minorcha
1. F. Sack-man- ;
setting.'
per
S. C.

.

for

RENT Two
house. 921

room

furnished

LincoleittSS?

COMPANY

NEW DUTCH CURTAINS

PREPARED

JOLLITY

AND GOOD

REIGNED

AT Y. M. C. A.

TO

EVENT

Jollity and good fellowship reigned
supreme at the banquet given Saturday evening for the members of tlie
four teams that participated In the
Young Men's Christian Associations
basketball tournament for 1910-1Seated about the table were athletes
who had engaged In strenuous combat

Fitzslm-mon-

secretary; and William H. Springer, member of the board of directors

the

FOR

Senator W. A. Smith of Michigan Africa, for which he has been honwas, in his youth, a telegraph messen- ored with membership In the Royal
ger boy.
Geogrphical societies of England and
Hon. Charles Nagel, secretary of Austria- Commerce and Labor, is a lover of
David E. Thompson,
r.ne arts. He was born in Texas.
to Mexico and Brazil, was in his early
S. W. Pennypacker of days a brakeman on a freight train.
Richard Pearson ' Hobson, who Is
Pennsylvania la a famous book cola
of
determined
to have war with Japan,
lector, making
early
specialty
'
American imprints.
is the tenth in descent from Elder
Boss Murphy of Tammany Hall is Brewster, of the Mayflower.
recent biographical
M. W. Stryker, president of Hamdesignated in
works as a "public official."
ilton College, Is the author of many
Marie Corelll was adopted in in- religious songs and hymns.
Rollo Ogden, editor of the New
fancy by Charles Mackay, the song
writer. Her parents were of Scotch York Evening Post, is a Presbyterian
and Italian blood.
clergyman.
Nikola Tesla, the inventor, is the
William Dean Howells, the novea Greek clergyman. His list, finds his recreation in the theason of
mother, Georglana Mandlc, also was ter and In pedestrianlsm.
an inventor.
Mary Proctor, the only woman asSenator George. C. Perkins of Cali- tronomer, was born In Dublin, Irefornia ran away to sea when he was land.
13 and sailed around the Horn from
Lewis Nixon, the shipbuilder, grad
Bangor, Me., to San Francisco.' ,!;; uated at the United States naval
Senator Knute Nelson of Minne- academy in 1882 at the head of his
sota was born in Norway. He served class.
as a private in the Fourth Wisconsin
General J. Warren Kelfer, congressregiment and was wounded and cap- man from Ohio, fought in the first
and last battles of the civil war and
tured at Port Hudson, La.
Oscar Hammerstein, the impresario, in 26 battles In between.
worked as a cigar maker when he
John R. Thompson, state treasurer
first came to America in 1863, and of Illinois, is a dairy lunch man. Tho
is the inventor of many labor sav- quick lunch is the highway to fame
ing devices still used in that indus- and political preferment in Chicago-H- .
H. Kohlsaat, the newspaper pub
try.
George W. Perkins, the financier, lisher; Frank G. Coyne, former postbegan life as a bookkeeper in Chica- master, and Thompson, all were progo at $12 a week.
route?,
prietors of famous "ham-and- "
Emma Nevaga, the prima donna,
John A. Mitchell, editor of life, and
now lives In Paris. Her real name is well known in literary circles, was
at one time an architect in Boston.
Wixon.
The Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, the celen
Isador Straus, the New York merchant, was one of the authors of the brated Chicago clergyman, comes of
Wilson tariff law.
Spanish ancestry.
Olive Sohreiner has just published
Augustus Thomas, the playwright,
a book on women, the original manuwaei formerly a page oy in the Forty-first
script of which was destroyed when
congress.
Wm, Astor Chanler of New York her Johannesburg house was looted
has made two exploring trips to during the Boer war,

SHOW

'

METTLE

Company H has been aroused from
the lethargic tate into which It has
been drifting since the encampment
last summer by reports, coming from
all parts of the country, to the effect
that the national guard is likely to
be called out during the spring and
summer to participate in the gigantic
maneuvers of the fighting forces of
the United States or, perhaps, to see
real service. Increased attendance at
drills has been noticed and the men
are showing greater Interest in the
affairs of the company.
The company is pot now recruited
men
.Also the New Scrim, Madras up to its full quota and young
of good physique and morals are in
Etamine, Muslin, Nottingham
vited to enlist. The national guard
and Gable Net Curtains and offers to young men good training,
Nets are now in a grand ara good outing each year and many
1911.
other benefits. The lack of an oppor(or
Spring,
ray
tunity to see real service often keeps
One-fift- h
Off for Cash
young men from joining the guard.
During Week Ending:
Now that It has been demonstrated
March 25th Last week
that the guard Is likely to be called
sale on metal beds and
upon early In case of war or when big
dressers continues un
maneuvers take place, the Interest
til March 25th.
should grow. Those who, by faithNew Guernsey Earthenware ful service, attain to the rank of of
ficers would stand in line for comBrown, White Lined,
missions in the regulars la the case
Enameled Cooking and
officers were needed while the priServing Dishes. Also
vates, If well schooled, would be proCasseroles with and
moted rapidly.
without handles, only
Major Ludwig. Wil'lara Ilfeld say
at
that the national guard of Ohio has
been ordered to prepare to send
8,000 men to the front upon the call
of the war department. New Mexico,
being close to the border, can expect
to be called upon soon. Company H
Y.
M.
C.
B.Las
A..
Opposite
Vegas
the interest of the
will hold its regular drill tonight-Thos- so
who desire to enlist are In; community to see that they preserve,
"s6me way should be provided by
able to be present, sent to the hosts vlted to be present,
which, in extreme cases and after
the following telegram:
careful deliberation, it should be posRECALL IN ARIZONA
"Santa Fe, N. M., March 18, 1911.
sible to remove a judge even though
"George H. Kinkel,
the circumstances would not justify
Continued from Pago One)
"Care Y. M. C. A.,
his impeachment; but I think that
"East Las Vegas, N. M.
some much wiser method than thai
"Sorry that I cannot be with you. recall, especia'ly affecting the Judic- you have devised in your constitution
I wish you great success in your dinner iary. I uphold the right to act as you
should be adopted some method free
and hope its purpose' may prevail. think fit in this matter, but I do from the vicious effects which the
The Normal stands, for the best la not believe- the position you have adoption of your constitution would,
athletics and in character but it stnnds seen fit to take is wise.
I believe tend to cause.
"I feel strongly the wrongfulness
for scholarship as well. I hope the
"In any event, a measure fraught
Normal will vie with all others - in of the position your opponents take with such
possibility of mischief as
in treating your adoption of the reloyalty. .
recall
of Judges, as you have
the
the
a
as
call
of
Justification
Judiciary
"FRANK H. H. ROBERTS.'
for
it, should not be adopted
provided
for refusing to admit you to union,
The menu, was as follows:
actual
until
by
experiment you are
unalso
I
feel
that
yet
emphatically
Webb Cocktail
der your conditions the proposal you driven to it as a necessary but regretColorado Gellegos Soup
have made is against the interests table method of doing away with
Olives
Celery of justice and therefore against your some even worse evil.
Baked Winter's Fish
"Do remember, my friends, that the
Interests.
a la Krause Spuds
"I admit the melancholy fact that question of the form of government,
Ellis Croquettes
there are states where judges have though it is important, it is of inLorenzie Chips
Tiny Mills' Peas so acted as to make it justifiable and finitely less
Importance than the
Koogie Salad
necessary for the people to adopt question of the spirit in which" the
Cake
measures for retiring all such judges people support and stand for the govHarmony Ice Cream
II Feld Liquor,
from office. But, speaking generally, ernment. The initiative, referendum
American Cheese
Bent Crackers and as regards most
communities and recall are not in themselves ends
under normal conditions, I feel that of value they are simply means for
Mints
it is to our self interest, to the inter- the achievement of an end- - The conest of decent citizens who want noth- ditions under which they are exerAGAINS TRECIPROCITY
cised will largely determine their
Montioal, March 20. The proposed ing but Justice in its broadest and
are
truest
mea- value, and unless the results
not
to
sense,
any
adop
and
between
Canada
reciprocity pact
no
matter
then
what
the
good,
sure
would
which
theory
make
judges timid,
the United States is duo to receive
about them may be, they will stand
some hard knocks tonight at the big which would make them fearful lest
as
having been found wanting. 'No
rightly in soine given case
ma'-imeeting in Windsor Hall in this decidingarouse
tem- matter what your governmental form
a
storm
of
might
anger,
cdty. The
League of
but fatal. You should shun may be, your condition will be bad
Monfeval has taken the lead In ar porary
measure which would deprive If you either surrender yourself to
every
ranging the meeting and has engaged Judges of the rugged indifference and an attitude of sympathy with and
the Hon. Clifford Slfton as the prinstraightforward courage which It is support of the privileged classes who
cipal speaker

lift

All
during the season just closed.
now
ever,
enmities and differences,
had been forgotten. Even athletic
activities were put away and gastro
nomies were substituted in their place.
Hosts at the banquet were George

of

IS Obscure Facts About Celebrities

ITS MEMBERS ARE ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER PROSPECT OF CHANCE

FELLOWSHIP

H. Kinkel, president; George

H

SERVICE

BIG SUCCESS

Y. M. C. A.

The "banquet was served in the gymnasium, which was prettily decorated
for the occasion. Pennants of the
High school and Normal were depended from the edges of the gallery and
streamers ot bunting in the colors of
the two schools were used in profusion. Above the center of the table
was hung a basketball under a canopy
of colors. From this to every corner
of the table streamers, alternately of
red and white, the High school colors,
and purple and white, the Normal colors, were drawn to each of the corners of the table. The colors of the
two schools were used also in the
menu cards.
Following the last course a number
of after dinner speeches were made.
Dean Frank Carroon of the Normal assured the High school representatives
present that the best of feeling prevailed in his school In spite of the
fact the Normal had lost the crucial
game of the season to the Highs. He
was roundly applauded. Superintend
ent Meade of the city schools came
back with a few bouquets for the Nor
mal boys and everybody grew happy.
George H. Kinkel made a short and
amusing address, as did J. C. Baker of
Mound.
the Normal. Principal B. S. Hale of
in
had
been
who
M.
the High school sprang some witty
T.
Elwood,
care
several
taking
days
sayings between which he mixed
Albuquerquq
of the books of the branch house of some mighty good logic. Captain John
the Charles Ilfeld company during the Webb of the Highs made an interestabsence of the bookkeeper, returned ing address and Ted Hayward of the
home yesterday.
Seniors followed him. Koogler of the
John Joerns, clerk of the court for Normal and Ludwlg W. Ilfeld of the
the Fourth judicial district, remained Business Men made some happy reFitzslmmons then
yesterday in Raton on his way home marks. George
from Clayton. He is expected to ar- gave a toast to the ladles who had asrive in Las Vegas today accompanied sisted in the preparation and serving
by Mrs. Joerns, who has been visiting of the banquet. William H. Springer
In Raton,
presided as toastmasrter in a very
,
Charles S. Peterson) formerly of this witty 'manner.
The ladles, in spite of the glowing
city, but now a resident of Denver,
arrived last night from Santa Fe. Mr. tribute paid them by Mr. Fitzslmmons,
Peterson is a promoter of personal were unable to refrain from playing a
publicity, being engaged in the com- joke on the banqueters. In place of
pilation of a book entitled "Represen- mints they served at the conclusion
of the feed some .enticing looking
tative New Mexicans."
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president chocolates. These were discovered
Each man
of the Normal University, returned to contain red pepper.
this afternoon from Santa Fe. Friday present made the discovery simulta
night Dr- Roberts gave his lecture, neously with his neighbor and there
"Humor and Pathos in Travel" be- was a grand rush for the water cooler;
fore a large audience in the Elks'
The banquet was served under' the
opera house. Yesterday he preached direction of Mrs. George Fitzslmmons.
morning and evening in the First She'was assisted by Mrs. J. C. Schlott,
Dr. Roberts Mrs. W. C.
Presbyterian church.
Dennis, Mrs Charles Tam-mwill leave tomorrow evening for
Mrs. G. H. Kinkel and Mrs. J. H.
where he will lecture be Swallow. The
serving at the tables
fore a gathering of teachers.
Mis
was
done
Margaret Cava-naugby
r
J
Miss Jean-ett- e
Rachael
Miss
Ward,
BASEBALL-NEX- T
SUNDAY
Ward, Miss Anna McMahon, Miss
For the first; time this year the fans
Miss Addle Merwill have anopportunity on Sunday af- 'Marguerite Cluxton,
Miss Annie Merrill and Miss Emrill,
ternoon of witnessing a game of basema Tamme. At the conclusion of the
ball. The Maroons will compete with
:
banquet the ladies were seated at the
teams
The
will
lined
be
the Browns.
table and were served by the men.
up in a way to make them as near
The ladies made the banquet the big
equal in strength as possible and a success
it was, having arranged the
to
result.
is
fast game
expected
decorations
and looked after all the
Yesterday afjternoon some fast pracdetails.
tice was gone through by candidates
Guests at the banquet, Including
for the Masoons. Among the stars of
members
of the Normal, High school,
last summer who were out for pracand
Business Men's basketball
Seniors
r,
Monsl-metice were Ellis, Frank Angel,
of the faculties
teams,
representatives
Montano
and
.others.
Schoeny,two
of the Y.
officials
the
of
schools,
"Handy" Hancock also was out in uni- M.
C.
A.
Invited
a
and
few
guests
Is
in good
form. His 'pitching arm
were: George H. Kinkel, William H
of
took
the
Hancock
charge
shape.
George Fitzslmmons, Ted
squad as field' captain..' He put the Springer,
Julius Krause, Harry Loren-zen- ,
Hayward,
boys through some fast batting pracPaul
Schoeny, J. Stem, John
tice. .
Webb, Frank Winters, Leo Condon,
Thomas Truder, Leslie Swallow, W.
Mrs. Guzzler Aren't yon ashamed
Koogler, Carl Ellis, Clare Koogler,
to come home In this condition?
Frank Fredericks,
Arthur Comstock,
Mr- Guzzler Mortified to death, my
W.
Stewart, Byron
Salomon
Gallegos,,
isn't
dear. I find that my capacity
Rec- T. Mills,, Ludwig W. Ilfeld, William
1o
be
used
Philadelphia
It
what
Shillinglaw, John C. Baker, Rufus
ord.
B. S. Hale, W.
Meade,'
1
O.
Colbert
and
Ro.pt.
Haydon
Best draught beer In the city v. at
HT ItT RobertsTbethg ua.
Frank"
course.
the" Tbhy", of
-

THE

ROSENTHAL

e

-

endeavor to exploit the
community,
or if you surrender yourself to the
lead of the political quack, the extremist, the theorist, the vlsonary,
or the sinister demagogue who seeks
to reach high place by appealing to
envy and malice. lit you do not
you will merely
practice
show that you need to be controlled
from the outside; and it is especially
incumbent upon you to practice
at the very outset of your
career as a state, and to recognize
the fact that the safest and best representative you can have is the representative who, while in the closest
sympathy with and eagerly desirous
to represent the people, nevertheless
recognizes as his paramount duty his
obligation to be true to every demand that principle makes ifor him.
He can serve you best if he declines
to serve you against his conscience
and prefers to retire to private life
rather than to do so.
"Over here we need all of us to
act together as Americans and to distrust the hyphenated American in
every form; whether he represents
a nationality, a section, a creed or
a social or business caste. We need
to war unceasingly against privilege,
and to demand the fullest recognition
of the people's rights, but we need
also ourselves to be no less scrupulous as regards the rights of others
and to administer the government in
accordance with the immutable law
of honesty, justice and fair dealing,
and if we fall short in these respects
no constitutional devices, no adroitness of law making will save us from
ruin."
l,

self-contr- ol

e,

-

.

'.'--

o
o

FOR CONSTIPATION

h,
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FOR SALE

T5he

BANQUET GIVEN
ATHLETES WAS

5

"

'

'

Frank-Carroo-

"

fDi
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A

MEDICINE

THAT DOES

COST ANYTHING

San Miguel National Bank

NOT

UNLESS

IT CURES

The active medicinal ingredients of
Rexall Orderlies, which are odorless,
tasteless and colorless, is an entirely
new discovery. Combined with other
extremely valuable ingredients, It
forms a perfect bowel regulator, Intestinal invigoratar and strengthener.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten 'like candy
and are notable for their agreeable-nes- s
to the palate and gentleness of
action. They do not cause griping or
any disagreeable effect or other incon-

OmpHmlPmldln

9100,000.00

Las ikws

O

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

PRANK SPRINOER, Vlc President,
D.T.HOSKINS, Caihler,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cuhlcr.

Murplu
$BO,00O.00

1

Interest Paid ori Time Deposits

A Good Round Sum
bank gives man about the most
"!
There are
enjoy-

venience.

Unlke other preparations for a like
purpose, they do not create a habit,
but instead they overcome the cause
of habit acquired through the use of
ordinary laxatives, cathartics and
harsh physic, and permanently remove
the cause oj constipation or irregular
bowel action.
i We, will refund your money without
argument if they do not do as we say
they will. Two sizes, 25c and 10c.
Sold only at our store The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.

J. M.

O

a.

SS,2torSecan
The Las Vegas Savings Bank

comfort"

-

5 ?iZFy-!Sne

.,1.

9$
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mmenced with a biff amount.
They
they had and the constant ad-- "
interest together have put them in
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MILLIONS
INVENTOR PUTS END
TO ROBBER PRICES OF ELECTRIC BULBS

Chicago, March 20. Millions of
lars a year will be lopped off the bills
for electric light in Chicago and other
cities of its size by an improvement
made by an obscure Inventor in the
Duralamps or bulbs which are used.
bility has been combined with the prolight and
duction of high candle-powe- r
with a small consumption of current.
The fragUe tungsten lamps which
were hailed as a great Improvement
but which proved impractical because
of the short life and high cost of the
filament produced more light with the
same amount of current or the same
the
light with less current What
be
will
durable
lamp
effect of the
of
lighting
revenues
the
upon
but
companies cannot now be foretold,
elecof
users
of
number
the Increased
for
tricity heretofore have made up
The
diminished revenue per patron.
greatest shrinkage therefore may be
felt by the gas companies and a new
low level of gas prices may be the result. The rapid adoption of electricity
for the lighting of farm homes makes
this invention important In rural districts because the voltage of the
home-madcurrent is usually low
and specifically adapted to the new
lamp. The filament used In the new
bulbs is made from wire end has been
found to stand as much rough usage
without injury as the carbon filaments
which for ten years has been In such
universal use. The method used on
the farm is that of attaching the generator to the gasoline engine which
nowadays does many odd Jobs which
men, women, wind or horses did before. With a storage battery attached to the generator the current is stored away for use when needed, like a
carload of potatoes. In this way the
lights are available whether the gener- tor is running or not. The voltage,
however, necessarily was low and
when the tungsten lamp failed to fill
the bill there was no way to avoid dim
light. The cost of the new lamps,
when thev are nut on the market, will
be hTgher than ordinary ones but are
said to pay their way every month in
the money they save.

2.

ATE8 F6R CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Eatlmatt tlx ordinary words to a line
Ne ad to occupy less soace than two
lines. All advertisements charted will
ha booked at space actually set, with
sut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2,

Male and Female
Help Wanted

Mrs.
WANTED First class cook.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.

Wanted
WANTED 3 r 4 furnished rooms,
must be strictly modern in desirable
location by bachelor gentleman. Address "P," Optic.
c--

For Sale
FOR SALE New upright piano, price
right. Inquire Wm. Shillinglaw, I
& A. Corporation.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Buff Plymouth Rock eggs, $1.00 per setting.
C. P. Hammond.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d
acriptions. Notary veals and records at The Optic office.

For Rent

OLD

SORES

WILLIAMSON

nAFFNDRGQ
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RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thursdays In Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag-

nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thomas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
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U. E. Meets first and third Torsday
evenings each 'month, at Fraternal
brotherhood ha'l. Visiting Brothers
are cordially invited. B. F. McGuira,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.

LODGE
NO.
DORADO
i,
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
(N1IGHTS

officers kept plying upon
him, demanding a confession. Finally
he smuggled a note out of the county
Jail to a friend who came and secured
bis release . on an alibi. Assistant
Chief Schuettler of the police department first declared the statement to
be "a lie" but Superintendent Lyon
next day confronted him with Perry.
whose swollen jaw and other signs
of mistreatment and an absolute alibi
changed the official point. This case
brought to Mr. Lyon reports of other
cases where prisoners had been beaten
and held without evidence and sub
In one
jected to the. "third degree."
case a man who had failed to finish
his parole paid tribute for months to
an officer who had learned that the
parole was not complete and threatened to return Mm to jail. Recently, on
the occasion of the tenth anniversary
of the Central Howard association re--1
oris showed that 6,000 men had been
aided on their release from jail or
prison and that 80 per cent of those
for whom' work was found "made
good." Superintendent Lyon's office
is daily crowded with boys and men
whose faces bear the mark of prison
life and all that It Involves. Prominent men and women are directors.

building. Visiting members are cor
d tally Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
. E.
P. MackeL F. S.
O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.

1.

1

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially Invited.
Charles E. Lieb- schnier, Chancellor LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
the second and fourth TuesMeets
Martin, Keeper of
days of each month In the W. O. W.
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VisBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
neighbors are cordially Initing
UNION OF AMERICA
Meet first
vited.
and third Wednesdays oi each
montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; VV. A.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
bers cordially invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Bulletin
e. P. O. ELKS Meets secoud and
Rooms 3 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office
Phone Main 57
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 418
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDR. E. L. HAMMOND
don, Secretary. s
DENTIST
H
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- Suite
4, Crockett
Building.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
phones at office and reelrioncs
Thursday of each month, eighth
. ATTOltNEYf.
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothers always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Honker
Chester
& HUNKER
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
New Mnxlce
La Vegas.
wampum.

MARCH

28
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"THE

REDEMPTION OF EVELYN

VAUDRAY.'
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KNIGKTS OF COLUMBUS,, COUNCIL
NO. 804 MeeU second and fourts
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer

Hueka-HUNKE-

now has been cut up Into set of figures. It was shown that the
who, wlhen he denied that- he was a which
tracts for farms. The cattle Increase of capitalization of the Pull
smaller
horse theif wanted in Ohio, was beat
either had to turn'to farm- man company between 1898 and 1909
has
rancher
and
face
and
head
the
en around
thrown into a filthy cell. Later, as ing the thousands of acres In his one- from $36,000,000 to $100,000,000 Includ
ed $44,000,000 capitalized from surplus
Perry still denied being the horse time pastures or retreat further west.
a
would
at
stare
Amarillo
"This
earnings. In the course of the eleven
and
year
was
subjected
stripped
thief, he
to a stream of ice cold water from a cow puncher as a curiosity, almost," years the company's dividends totaled

tne declining supply of beef cattle In
the United States available for packing houses of Chicago and other cities.
The "last ditch" appears to be the
Rio Grande, for cattle buyers at the
now point to the fact
tion through Chicago yards
next
convention
of the Texas
that
the
the stomach and
digestive mem Panhandle Cattle Growers' associalon
bers. Its use makes rich, red, healthy will be held at El Paso, which is noi
PILLS
CHICHESTER BBAND.
A
blood, which nourishes all flesh tis- In the "panhandle" at all. They dwell
I.adltflt Ask year Unmix for V
lMaHoadBraudAfW
sues instead of infecting them with on
t1'llU la Krd ud
Void jiieulUcW
the fact that ten. years ago the
the virulent matter which keep old
boxe,, iwled with Blua R!bboa.'V
Taka
sthcr. Bar if nr v
cattle shipping point in the
greatest
sores open.
book
Old
on
Special
DIAMOND) HHANU PILX4, fbc ta Sores and
was
world
Amarillo, for that was the
medical
advice
free.
any
yean known fts Best, Ssfirft. Always Rdiabla
THE 8 WUT SPECIFIC CO., AtUnta, Gs. heart of the great free range country
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

IXENVER, COIQ
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fore any sore
can heal. S.S.S.
is a perfect
blood purifier,
acting directly
on the circula-
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OPERA STAR WHO APPEARS HERE

hose
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DIRECTORY

Rut-ledg- e,

The big cattle ranches have reached
nourishing qualities to this vital
fluid, and brings about the very con- -' their "last ditch" In their retreat beditions that are fore the settler which has resuled in
be-

necessary

BUSINESS

AND

HANDLED

third Thursday In
each monUi. Vlsli
cor
ing brother
NO.
r MATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
H.
William
Stapp, W.
dially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary
their hail in the Schmidt build la,
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV. NO. 2.
Visiting members are cor
TEMPLAR- KNIGHT8
Fred Philips, presiwelcome.
dially
second
Regular conclr
Carrie
Schrock,
Secretary; C.
dent;
m m0
Tuesiy in each month at
Treasurer.
Baily,
U
C.
7:30
Masonic TGuiple at
p. ni.
8. C; Charle- - Tarnme,
Bcn.cber,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
he cord er.
I. O. B. B. Meet every lirst TuesLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
day of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday li each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
month at Maonls Temple,
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
Chas. Greenciay, Secat 7:30 p. m. J. A.
President;
H. P.; Chas: H.
retary.
Sporleder, Secretary.
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FOR RENT Nice, large steam heated
rooms. No Invalids. 401& RailThe exposure of third degree me
road avenue.
thods in efforts of the Chicago police
to extort evidence from arrested susFOR RENT Modern furnished flat. pects has thrown illuminating light on
511 Ninth, street
that variety of torture which, still lurks
in tihe midst of modern civilization.
The most common cause of insom- The revelations came about through
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham- the work of the Central Howard asso
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets ciation which, aids .released prisoners
correct these disorders and enable to find work and wlhicn for
years also
you to sleep. For sale by all drug.
has kept up a persistent fight throughgists.
out the country for better jails and
prisons and more humane methods in
LOCAL TIME CARD
the treatment of prisoners and ex- prisoners who are trying to make a
new start Superintendent F. Emory
WE8T BOUND
Arrive.
Lyon of the association in a public ad
1:50 P. M dress described the treatment of one
No. 1
6:16 A. M John Perry, from Alton, 111., who was
No. 3
5:16 P. M picked up on suspicion by officers and
No, 7
6:35 P. M
No.
Depart
2:10 P. M.
No. 1
6:20 A. M.
No. 3
5:40 P. M
No. 7
No. 9
7:00 P. M. DUE TO DISEASED BLOOD
,
Every symptom of an old sore sugEA3T BOUND
gests diseased blood. The inflammaArrive
tion, discharge, discolored flesh, and
No. 2
9:10 P. M the fact that local applications have
11:10 P. M. no permanent effect toward healing
No. 4
1:15 A. M the ulcer, shows that deep down in
No. 8
the
there is a morbid cause for
No 10 ,.,
1:45 P. M. the system
sore. But more convincing proof
Depart
that bad blood is the cause for these
9:15 P. M. places is furnished
No. 2
by the fact that
11:20 P. M, even removing the sore or ulcer by
No. 4
1:25 A. M. surgical operation does not cure; they
No. 8
...
2:10 P. M. always return. Nature will heal any
No. 10
sore if the blood is pure aud healthy,
but until the circulation is cleansed
of all impure matter and supplied
withnourishing and plasmic qualities
the infected condition of flesh is
OBLIGED to remain.
S. S. S.' heals
Old Sores in a perfectly natural way.
It goes into the blood, removes the
impurities and morbid matters, adds
MQRAVERS-rRINTER- J

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular commu.il
cation first an J

dol-

Optlc't Number, Main

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

V

OBSCURE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

SAVETHE PUBLIC

COLUMN

LOBBY

THE

said a cattle buyer. T hear they are
trying to get the flour millers' state
association to meet there and that fact
Just about tells the story. Wheat Instead of beef, that is the crop today
down there, and the rush of farmers
to the Texas Panhandle means the
same in other states that once were
cattle states. The number of cattle
on the farms and ranches In 1909 was
nearly a million less than in 1908 and
In 1910 the decline' was even greater.
There is only one result, beeves will
be higher later on, although, for the.
next few months cattle prices will
be on a sag. There has got to be a
lively increase In beef growing on the
farms to make up for sudh changes
ab have taken place in the range coun
try of otioer days. The growers of
beef will be well paid." Reports of
the United States Department of Agriculture show that the cattle other than
milch cows numbered 7,131,000 in 1909
as compared with. 51,666,000 In 1906.
In Montana, Wyoming and other cattle states,, the changes show the inroads of the farmer with cows instead
of beeves, a decline of the numbers of
beef cattle and Increase in the number of cows, and enormous increase
in the acreage In crop.

in addition to which sev
eral big "melons" were cut.
One of
these was a cash dividend of 20 per
cent and another was a stock dividend
of 50 per cent, and the third a stock
dividend of 36 per cent. Thus in
eleven years an Investment of $36,000,
000 was shown to lhave yielded a total
net income of $154,879,480, or over 430
per cent. The result of the complaint
was a reduced schedule voluntarily
proposed by the company and tenta
tively approved by the commission fix
lng the price of upper berths at 80
per cent of the price of the lowers and
fixing as a basis the rate of $2 for a
twelve hour run. The jurisdiction of
the commission over the Pullman com
pany was established and the right of
a corporation to make exorbitant pro
fits regardless of the rights of th
public was effectually disputed.
$59,664,224,

for Kidney All
ments
Many elderly reople have found In
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re
lief and permanent benefit from kidney and bladder ailments and from an
due to
noying urinary Irregularities
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure in
my case and 1 want others to know
of It." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
The traveling public will be saved Drug Co.
approximated two million dollars per
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
year In reductions of Pullman fares
Lof-tu- s
Notice Is hereby glvei to all tax
through the efforts of George S.
of St. Paul and his attorney, James payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
Manahan, according to the reports to County of San Miguel, that I will be
the company In Chicago regarding in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
the increased demand for upper tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
When the warfare opened until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
berths.
four years ago Mr. Loftus filed com- receive returns of all taxable proper
plaint with the Interstate Commerce ty. Those falling to do so within the
Commission only as to sleeping car specified t'me will be assessed by me
rates between the Twin Cities and Chi- according to Section 4035 of the com
1897, and a penalty of
cago, asking for a reduction from $2 piled laws-o- f
to $1.50 for lower berths and from $2 25 per cent will be Imposed on those
to 1 for upper berths. The investi- who fall to make returns.
);.';
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
gation brought out a most remarkable apr 30
A Special

Medicine

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Whereas, Wm. E. Gortner, as administrator of the estate of Marcus
W.
Brunswick, deceased, Millard
Browne, and Cecil W. Browne have
filed with the , directors of the Las
Vegas Irrigation District their petition
stating that they are the owners in
fee of the fo'lowing described ,lands
entirely or partly within said district,
and praying that the said lands be
excluded from such district because
such lands would not be benefited by
such irrigation system;
Tract No. 1. A piece of land bounded on the south by lands of J. and J.
S. Raynolds and by a line of fence
and a projection eastward thereof,
wjich fence is parallel to and about
100 yds. north of the north limits of
the City of Las Vegas, N. M., bounded
east by the Arroyo Pecos; bounded
north by a line of fence and its projection eastward, which fence is about
half a mile north from the said fence
on the south boundary; bounded we'st
by the lands of W. A. Givens and Mrs.
Anna Ward, by the Mora road and by
the Romero Ditch. This tract belongs
to said M. W. Browne and C. W.
Browne.

'

Mch

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
concern
may
that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Brown & Morrison, Lucia, N. M.
One dark bay mare 15
hands high, left hind foot whitSi
Branded
B
On left shoulder
Branded
"
B
On left hip
Branded
LJOn left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 4, '11, said date beingUO
days after last appearance of this ad-erusemenv said estray will be sold-bthis Board
t.
Ken on t VI IUV
for th
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 11, last pub. Mar. 23, '11
To-wl- t:

-J

.

1.

Estray Advertisement

'

A piece of land boundTract
ed south by the north line of the
property; west by north and
south line, which is aboui 3072 ft. west
of the point where the Romero ville
road crosses the south line; north by
an east and west line, which is about
7779 ft. north of the said south line;
east by the Romerovllle road, the
old road to the Puerteclto, and by the
Galldnas river. This tract belongs to
the said W. E. Gortner, administrator,
and to Millard W. Browne.
' Now
Therefore, In compliance with
Chapter 109 of the laws of the 38th
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico,
all persons interested are hereby notified to appear at the office of the
Board of Directors of the Las Vegas
Irrigation District In Las Vegas, N.
M., on April 4, A. D. 1911, at which
time and place the said petition wll
be considered by the said board; then
and there to show cause In writing, If
No. 2.

any they have, why said petition
should not be granted. (
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE LAS VEGAS IRRIGATION
DISTRICT,
Bz Elisha V. Long, President.
L. E. ARMTJO, Secretary.

Notloo Is hereby given to whom 1
may concern that tlho following de-

scribed estray animal was taken up by
De Copple Bros.
Albuquerque, N. M.
t.
Cne sorrel pony colt about
two years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thb
Board, unless claimed by owner on m
before April 4, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of t
vertlsement, said estray will be boU
by this Board for the benefit of the'
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Albuquovqno v
First pub. Mar. 11, last pub. Mar. 23, '11
To-wl-

rnn
lUu
,

Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
cough --emedy I ever used as it quick-l- y
stoped a severe cough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Knhn,
Princeton. Neb. Just a3 quickly and
surely It acts In all cases of coughs,
COlds.- la erlnrut
.
l
iroume. lie
fuse substitutes, "O. inns
G Sehnefer
nd
Kea cross Drug Co.
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Simon
P.
Precinct No. 61,
S.
Precinct No, 49.
Rolbal,
Ba.a,
Is known as the Canada del Bran or No. 5, boarding county urlsouers, Sep S Precinct No. ,15. Romulo Perea,
Judge of registration.
judga of retfisimioa,
Judga of election, f 3 .00.
Peterson's Canon, la no longer neces tember, 1910. $250.50.
Precinct No, 61, Atauaclo Luctro,
Precinct No, 49,
Juan
CUavet,
Amador Ulibarrl, precinct No. 6,
precluct No. 15, Manuel MaT'ia.
sary for public use ud U not now
of
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SO,
of
election,
services
road
$3.00,
judga
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registration,
judge
registration.
for
judge
viewer,
not
many
has
yeara.
and
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Precuici No- - 13, Suoiuio
Precinct No, 63, VU torlano Ortega,
1iicero,
precinct No. 2, Uoorga Ptti UfCO,
Gumesindo O. y Ortiz, precinct No
trveled by the public, and that there
of election, $3.00.
CO, Is no necessity tor It further main 42, fees as justice of the peace, $ii.50. Judge of registration.
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judge
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No.
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election,
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judge
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board
Office of the Board of
of
registration.
to
registration.
judge
resolved
Judge
by
Be
county
it
terpreter
THEREFORE,
Combe
County
the said road prayed for would
No,
Precinct
2, Feltpe
Yove,
Preeluct No, 53, Jose Daniel Torres,
Precinct No, 16, Francisco Argue,
missioners of San Miguel
road from sloners, $3.00.
County, beneficial to only a few persons and this board that the said
of election, $3,00,
Judge
of
of
New Mexico.
fi,
registration.
traveled
No,
judga
Crus
salary
judge
registration,
main
the
where
precinct
Segura,
the expense of constructing the samo the point
precinct No. 3, Florentlno Montuya,
Precinct No. 17, Concepclon AIcortM
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 5, 1910.
Precinct No, 63, IWoreg Medina,
Janitor, Septembe
road from Las. Vegas to the Hoi as courthouse
was not warranted by existing
of election, $3.00.
judge
of
of
The board, met in regular season'
vacated
registration.
Judge
judga
registration.
$35.00.
Springs, be and it Is hereby
No. 7, Bernardo Martinez,
Precinct
at 10 o'clock a. m. Present:
Precinct No, 19, Josa Romulo I.e.
Precinct No, 64, Howard Roy Par
M. F. DesMarals, precinct No.
for the entire
Your
commissioners
thereupon and discontinued
of election, $3.00.
judge
of
of
thirl cero, Judge
'Gallegos, chairman, and Coun made further examination of possible length thereof, and that, the Asua salary school superintendent,
registration.
ker, judge
registration,
Precinct No. 7, Dioniclo Sandoval,
Precinct No, 20, Rague L, Floras,
Precinct No. 64, Elmer McKlro,
ty Commissioners Clark and Bemgno roads in lieu of the road prayed for, Pura company of Las Vegas be and quarter, 1910, $S75.00.
of election, $2.00.
Jtldie
Martinez, the clerk and interpreter.
Judge of registration,
and settled upon a road far less ex It Is hereby given the right aud au
Benlgno Marlines, precinct No. 1, judge ot registration,
Precinct No. 8, p. George Worley,
The minutes of the sessions of pensive in the construction and one
Diinua
No.
Cualtnlio
Precinct
Precinct
20,
thlr.l
No, 7, Prjdenclo Gonzles,
thority to flood and destroy the same salary county commissioner,
judga of election, $2.00.
September 13th and 14th, 1910, ware which will serve the necessities and by the construction of Its storage res quarter, 1910, $200.00.
Judge of registration.
judga of registration,
Precinct No. 9, Pudro
Ribera,
ChuvtJK
read and approved in open session.
reelnet No. 20, Felipe
Precinct No, 13, Luciano Martinez,
John H. Clark, precinct No. 29, sal
conveniences of a much greater pop- ervolr as In is said petition set out,
of election, $2.00.
judga
In the matter of the Justice of the ulation, same connecting with other
of
of
registration,
Judge
registration,
The foregoing resolution having ary county commissioner, third quar. judge
precinct No- Jl, Estuban Gutierrez,
peace, precinct No. 40. Now itmci public roads which are greatly travel- been read and considered was adopt ter. 1910. $200.00.
Precinct No- 22, Antonio Sum lit),
Precinct No. 16, Atanacio Bustos,
of election, $2.00.
judga
Albino Salazar, Justice of the ieace ed, and leading in the direction or ed
Roman Gallegos, precinct No. 2:1, judge of registration.
judga of registration,
by the unanimous vote of the
Precinct No. 12, Kamou Benavldei,
of Precinct No. 40, having been duly quite a number of communities, thus
reHnet No. 23, Manuel Tafoyu
Precinct No. 17, Valentin Tenorio,
board.
sa'ary and mileage as county commisjudga of election, 2.00.
summoned to appear before the board making this road more beneficial to
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of registration.
judge
registration.
third
1910,
$228.71.
judga
In the matter of constructing
sioner,
quarter,
Precinct No. 10, Narciso
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at this meeting, and the said Albino the county than the one prayed for.
Precinct No, 23, Ksteban Uriego,
Precinct No. 17, Candido Aragon, judge of election, $2.00.
Manuel Martinez, precinct No, 47,
road In Canon del Agua
wagon
publlo
Salazar doesi now submit to the board
Your
therefore to afford and facilitate proper means salary as probate Judge, third quarter, Judge of registration,
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Judge of refelstration.
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judga of registration.
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In the matter of the public road
Beginning at a point in Precinct No
of election, $2.00.
judge
N.
Precinct
26,
Jose
No,
Hie
Gallegos,
no
do)
as
No.
fees
of
0,
Precinct
$27.75.
dred
Justice
Tomas
32,
Ortiz,
fifty and
peace,
at Emplazado:
24, below the Lauriano Hill, where
Precinct No. 16 Jose lieon Gonzales
M. M. Snndt, precinct No, 29, re- - judge of registration.
Judge of registration.
It is now ordered by the board thai the old Lauriano road connects with lars ($750.00) out of any available
of election, ?2.00.
Judge
Lu.
Precinct
27,
Jaramillo,
Precinct No. 32, Pelegto Gallegos,
ity.
a certain part of the old road leading the present road from Las Concha fund not otherwise appropriated, for pairs in court house and Jail $150.00.
No. 17 Grogorio Palomiao,
Peciiict
f
F. E. Olney, precinct No. 29, ser Judge of registration.
Judga of registration.
from Las Alamos via Emplaiido to to Chaperito; thence going up the the purpose of aiding In the con
of
$2.00.
election,
judge
Precinct No, 2S, George Chaves,
Precinct, No. 33, Doroleo Sanchez,
Sapello on the lower part oetwten Lauriano hill to Canon del Agua; struct Ion of a wagon road in Canon vices as road viewer, $1I.,!W).
Precinct No. 39, Catarino Martinez,
of
Nodel
Leandro
registration,
22, Judga
however,
Jimenez, precinct
Agua uikjii condition,
judga of registration,
the Sapello river and Sandovals, a thence from the top of said hill di
(A election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 28, Concepclon Oomiu- Precinct No. 34, Tomas GoBaaleg, judge
distance of a half a mile and running rect to Las Vegas. That at the point that a like sum be raised by sui fee as Justice of the peace, $3.50.
Precinct No- 19, PUicido Lucero,
Romero Mercantile Company, pre guez, Judge of registration.
judie of registration.
in a western direction, be closed and where the road begins to rise on the sc ript ion or otherwise to aid in the
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 28, Bernardo Gelego,
road:
construction of said
Precinct No- 34, Trinidad
such cinct No. 6, merchandise, coffins ami
Ortiz,
f
discontinued, and that the upper road said hill, it is distant about
Precinc t No. 24, Francisco Tapia,
judge of registration.
judge of regist ration.
lately constructed for the use of mile west of the old government roai amount so described to be paid over four burials, $46.00.
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No, 29, Charles Tamme,
Colorado Telephone Company, pr's.
Precinct No. 35, Claudio Aranda,
public traffic running in the same leading from Fort Bascom to Fort to the treasurer of Bald county anJ
Precinct No. 24, Esperirlon Sanchez
Inct No. K9, telephone rent, etc., Judge of registration,
to be kept by him in a separate fund
direction and as approved by the road UnionJudga of registration.
judge of election, $2.00.
CPrecinct No, 29, P,
Precinct No. 39, Irenzo
Carpenter,
overseer be opened to the public traf
That your commissioners were en- and expended by the board of coun- 1910, $12.00,
Baca,
Precinct No. 24 Luis R.
Tapia,
M. A. Sanchez, precinct No. 5, com Judge of registration,
fic and shall at all times be reccgalz- - gaged upon this work for a period ty commissioners aforesaid for such
Judge of registration.
judge of election, $2.00.
Ben Coles,
29,
Precinct, No,
ed as a public road.
of three days, beginning on the 20th purKise only.
Precinct No. 39, Sost.enes Lucero,
pensation taxes 1907 and 1908, $19.42.
Precinct No. 25, Adonias Sanchez,
In the matter of the markers along day of September, 1910, and comIt is now ordered by the board thai
Apolonlo Ramirez, precinct No. 24. judge of regis! ration.
judga of registration.
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 30, Epifanio Vijil,
Precinct No. 40, BacBio Gfiego,
the route of the old Sandoval trail: pleting the work above described on the following accounts against the services as road suiiervlsor, 1902,
Precinct No. 26, Jose Andres
of registration.
s
$20.00.
A communication from Mary C. tf-- 22nd of said month.
judge
Judga of registration.
county are hereby approved and
Judge of election $2.00.
Precinct No. 30, Narciso Salas,
The following vouchers for pergon
Prince state regent National Socle: y
ordered issued in payment of
Precinct No. 40, Cecelio Jaramillo,
Precinct No. 27, Jesus Sancbez.
Respectfully submitted:
D. A. R. for New Mexico was reF. E. OLNEY,
same against the county treasurer, al services rendered at the last state- - jiidge of registration.
Judge of registration.
Judge of election, 4J2.O0.
AMADOR ULIBARRI,
ceived informing this board :hat' suitProduct No. 30, Fernandez Trujillo,
hodhood election at the various pre
Precinct No. 40, Gregorio Zamora,
Precinct No. 27, Emiterfo Sanchez,
LORENZO EELGADO,
able monuments or markers to be
of
cincts
of
judge
registration.
within
San
prejudge
registration.
Judge of election, $2.00.
Miguel county were
Eugenio Gallegos y Sanchez,
It is now ordered that the board cinct No. 23, salary as road overseer, pproved by the board and the same
31.
Precinct No.
Jose Baca,
placed along the old Santa Fe trail
Precinct No. 27, B. Do Bona Lobato
Precinct No. 49, Lorenzo
Leal,
and within this county had been ap- do now take recess until 2 o'clock.
of
of
forwarded
to
judge
registration.
Judge of election, $2.00.
the secretary of the
Judge
registration.
Sept. 1910, $37.50.
Afternoon Session
Precinct
No. 33, Juan
Precinct No-- 28, Francisco Serna,
portioned to this county four conu-ment- s
Vigil.
Precinct No.
Cruz Lucero,
48,
J. M. Martinez, Precinct No. 29, territory for payment of the same,
The board met as per recess. Pres
in number of regular sie and
of
judge
registration.
Judge of election, $2.00.
judge of registration.
overseer,
September,
salary road
one larger for the county seat or po- ent: Commissioners Gallegos, Clarn 1910, $60.00.
Precinct No. 28, Simon Garcia Y.
No.
Precinct
Bacilio
33,
Lopez,
Precinct
No.
5,0
Cionicio
Precinct No 1, David Urioste,
Ullharrl,
and Martinez: the clerk and Interpret,
sition on the trail nearest to it- of
Montoya, Judge of election, $2.00.
judge
registration.
Ramon Chavez, precinct No. 13, Judge of registration.
judge of registration.
Banavl-dez- ,
NoAnd the board after bavins duly ter.
Precinct No. 2!t, Charles Tamme,
Precinct
Ferminio
34,
No.
Precinct
Vicente
62,
1910,
Valencia,
Sept.
salary road overseer,
Precinct No. 1, Francisco Sandoval,
Tn the matter of the petition of th
of election, $3.00.
of registration.
Judge
of
judge
judge
registration,
$59.85.
judge of registration.
the clerk of the board to communi- Agua Pura company of Las Vegas to
Precinct
No, 29, George A.- Flemfn-f- .
No.
Precinct
35,
No.
Precinct
Apolonlo
Padilla,
Antonio
1,
Ramon Chavez, precinct No. 13,
tlanzales,
Precinct
No. 2, Eutinio Gallegos,
cate with Mrs. Prince that this board close a road running from the main
of
election, $2.00,
Judge
'
judge of regist ration.
Judge of election, $2.00.
salaiy as witness, $4.30.
judge of registration.
would gladly accept said offer pro- wagon road from Las Vegas to Hot
Precinct No, SO, Bernardo f,orf.
Precinct No. 36, Esequlel Sauehez,
Precinct No, J, Juan Garcia y Lopez
No. 3,
Romero,
precinct
Eugenio
vided said monuments be sent to Springs and passing through a gap:
Precinct No. 2, Manuel
Judge of election, $2.00.
Madrid, judge of registration,
Judge of election, $2,00,
supplie-jcash
paid for oillce
Precinct No, 30, Juan O. Y Gonzathis county and delivered freight
of registration,
Jjis Vegas, N. M., Oct. 5, 1910.
udge
AUlaiio
Precinct No. 3, Ponclano Barela,
Precinct No, 36,
Baca,
To the Board of Comity commission $104 .04.
les,
Judge of electfon $Z.00,
of
hm.
Precinct
of
No.
ini
election,
$2,00,
3, Francisco Esuuibel, judge
resist
udge
Yegcis Light anil Power Com
ers of San Miguel County, New
Precinct
No, 30, Abelino Jaramillo.
The quarterly reports of the jusJuan Sabedr.i,
3,
Precinct No,
Pieclnct No. 37, Jesus Ma quinpany, precinct No. 29, light 8 for court udge of registration.
of election, $2.00.
s
Mexico:
Judge
tice of the peace of precincts 16 anl
of
ude election, $2.00,
of registration.
Precinct No,
4,
houso and jail and bridge, September,
Simon
Cand-elariUipez, tana, judge
THibarri
No.
Precinct
32,
29 were read approved and ordered Gentlemen:
Precinct No, 4, Ambroslo Archuleta,
Precinct No. 37, Vivian quintans,
judge of registration,
The Agua l'ura Com puny of Lhh $35.00.
judge of election, $2.00,
filed.
of election, $2,00.
udge
of
resist
ration.
jmUe,
11.
No.
29, bup
C.
Bally, precinct
Precinct No. 4, Francisco ) Castro,
Precinct No- 33, Pelagio Gallegos,
The monthly statement of Eugenio Vegas is to acquire title to a tract ot
Manuel
Precinct
No.
4,
Trujillo,
Precinct No. 37, Annstneld Quintana
of election, $2.00,
udge of registration-judga
Romero collector and treasurer, for land in what is known us the Canada plleB for olllces, $2.15.
udse of election, $2.00.
JudKe of registration.
Winters Drug company, .precinct
Mae3,
Precinct No. 33, Manuel
Pieclnct No. 4,
Jose
the month ending September 30th. del Bran, lying Just south of th
IvolnMo,
Florentlno
4,
Precinct
No,
Trujillo,
Precinct No. 38, patiiciil Motitano,
for comity prison
medicines
29,
No,
of
said
$2.00.
election,
of
of
collected
judge
taxes
Hot
of
the
during
iidge
1910,
property
Siprlngs company
registration.
udge ot election, $2.00.
Judge of registration.
Precinct No. 33, Mannel I, Benavi- month was submitted to the board and west of the road loading from ers, fi.iu,
Precinct No. 0, Fiancisco Romero,
Pablo Ortiz,
Precinct
5,
No,
Precinct
no.
C.
38,
Jose
Monlano.
N't.
Pura
company,
Agua
precinct
dez,
judge of election, $2.00.
Las Vegas to the Hot Springs. This
and approved.
udge Of election, $3.00.
udge ui registration,
Judge of registration,
No. 83, Ferminio Bena
October, 1910,
Precinct
Romero, property s to be acquired for the 29, water rent for
Secundino
Donai-ianNow comes
Precllict No. 5,
Precinct No. a, Duuaclnho Utelo,
Otero,
Precinct NO. 38, Ul)d P. Montana,
vide,, judge of' election, $2.00,
of
sheriff, and submits to the board his purpose of constructing a large res- $25,00.
$2.00,
of
udge
election,
ral
regis!
Ion,
judge of resist rat loll.
Frank ,1. (Jelirlnj!, precinct No. 2'), judge
Precimt No. 35, Octavlano Saias,
statement of liquor licenses collected ervoir In which will bo impounded
Cruz
Precinct No.
5,
Segura,
Precinct No- u, Adelaide Taloja,
Precinct No.
hoiiBe
court
ii, Juan Ortega,
of election, $2.00,
at
and
repairs
Judge
of
during the month of September, 1910, water for the use of the Inhabitants supplies
$2.00.
election,
judge
udge of registration,
of registration;
judge
Precinct
No. 35, Ramon
and
Duran,
examined
$70.50,
board
after having
and the
jail,
of the City and Town of Lag Vegan.
Precinct. No. R, Thomas McEiroy,
Precinct No. 0, Alberto Serrano,
Precinct. No. 42, Jose Igtmcid Mod
of election, $2.00.
John II. York,
judge
precinct No. 29,
the same did approve the same.
On this property there is a narrow
of
tidqe
election, $2.00,
udge of registration;
toya, judge of registration.
Precinct No. 35, Eulosio
Sala.
merchandise Tor road viewers,
Comes now John H. York and sub gap, across which it Is
Precinct No. 0, Cleofes
ArmiJo,
proposed to
Pieclnct No. 0, Antonio
Madrid,
No.
42,
C.
Pretlnct.
Juan
of election, $2.00.
Motitoys
judge
John II. York, assessor, precinct
mits to this board a quarterly report construct a dam for the purpose of
of
election, $2.00.
Judge
Judge of registration
Precinct No. SIS, Manuel V. Montoyi
judge of registration
of licensed taxes made during the impounding the water above referred No. 29, compensation of taxes, 1910,
Precinct No. 0, Felipe Baca Y. Gar
Precinct
No,
0,
y
Ulruii,
No. 43, Junti
of election, $2.00,
Precinct,
the
'
D
quintans,
judge
A.
1910,
for
third quarter
$23.40,
cia, judge of election, $2.00.
to.
judge of registration.
Precinct No. 30, Octavlano
Juda;e of rlstiallon.
fee
5,
No,
same was approved and ordered filed.
John
No.
B.
8,
Juan
Precinct
precinct
Sweeney,
Gallegos,
At the present lime there Is u
Pieclnct No, 7, Dloiik-lSandoval,
Precinct No. j;),
Ceeillo
Luaii,
Judge of election, $2.00.
In the matter of the road viewers road running from the main wagon us special deputy sheriff, September
judge of election, $2.00,
of
judge
Precinct. No- 87, Jesus Ma. Duran,
ration,
of
regist
Judge
registration;
nmwiinted hv the board of county
II, 1910, $2.00,
Precinct
No.
8,
Jose
Gallegos,
road from Las Vegas to the Hot
I'reelBct No. 7, Matins Partlllas,
Pieclnct No. 4.1, SeliUo
Romero, Judge (if election, $2.00,
judge of election, $2.00.
El Indepemlletile Publishing Comcommissioners at a previous meetand
the
Springs
through
passing
gaii
of
judge
Pieclnct No. 37, Jose
of
registration.
road
Torres,
.out
judge
the
mark
registration.
.and
view
No.
Precinct
to
Meleclo
9,
ing
Arrhlbefpie,
above referred to, it does not lead pany, precinct No, 0, circulars, $3.00,
Precinct
No. fi, Pablo
of election, $2.00.
L. Pinard, judge of election, $2.00,
NO; 41,
judge
Zaniori,
Pieclnct
F.
101
Comprayed for, pursuant to a petition filed to any town or settlement, or to any
Inilependienle Publishing
of registration.
Precinct No, 38, Lids S. Montano,
Preclnt-No.
judge of l egist ration.
12,
Juan
Vareln,
by Paul McCormick and others, and inhabited houses of any kind, nud n pany, precinct No, 0, subscription and judge
Precinct No. 8,
Valerlo
udge of election, $2.00.
NuBaca,
Precinct
44, Jtiail B. Cham, judge of election, $2.00.
for the purpose of selecting a location not now traveled at
$5.00,
all, and ban no stationery,
Precinct NO. 88,
Juart C. Sena,
judge of registration;
judge of registration,
Precinct No. 12, Marcos Archuleta,
101
for a new road to afford and facili- been for a number ot
Indepeiidieiite Publishing Com,
not
it
years,
of election, $2.00.
Pieclnct
NO. 8, Meleclo Arclilljeipie,
judge
I
Lucero
44,
Precinct
No.
of
Caslmlro
tate proper means to travel from Las known whether this road ih m
udge
ejection, $2.00,
ofim i pany, precinct No, (i, publishing
Precinct No. 38, Juan Pedro MonJudge of registration.
Precinct No. 15, AntonlO Garcia,
judge of registration.
Vegas, to eastern and southeastern a
ficial minutes, $10,90.
or
a
road
bui
Invest!,
public
private
tano,
Precinct
No.
judge of election, $2.00.
Afatielo
9,
(
of
Ilollial,
Precinct
Encarnaclon
county:
No.
San
of
45,
Miguel
election, $2.00.
Judge
parts
Enrique Bcim, precinct No. 6, salhas failed to disclose anything
Precinct No.
39,
of regis! rat Ion.
Eelpld Salas,
Judge
of regist ration.
Precinct
No.
20,
To the Honorable Board of County gation
jtidse
Flores,
Jlaquet
which would lead to the bellel thai ary county Jailer, September, 1910,
of
jiidge
election,
NoSan
of
$2.00,
PreelnH
of
No.
9,
of
Uctavlano
the
Precinct
County
45, Estevan Gallegos, judge
Seetfia,
Commissioners
election, $2.00.
$50.00.
It Is in fact a public one,
Precinct No. 39, Francisco Sals
of regist ration.
Precinct No. 20, Casimfro TJimas,
judge of registration,
Miguel:
Pedro Qulntana, precinct No, 6, sal. judge
The
of
the
dam
above
of election, $2.00.
judge
building
of
Precinct
No.
10, Dolores
Precinct fttt. 46, Victor
Llicpro,
election, $2.00.
Gentlemen:
Lucero, judge
1910,
referred to will flood and destroy ary county jailer, September,
NO. 39,
PreMnct
Narclsco
Bacs,
of
been
Precfhct
NO.
judge
of
20,
Fabian
having
registration.
Sanchez,
We, the undersigned,
judge
registration,
$40.00.
as
road.
of
this
mentionelection,
above
While,
$3.00.
judge
of
commissioners
Precinct
10,
Alrelahes
No.
board
Floreuelo
of
a
No,
Judge
election,
Precinct
$2.00,
Roman
40,
ftomer'.
appointed
Precinct. No, 40, Cecl'lo Jaramillo,
Secundino Romero, sheriff, precinct
ed it is not believed that the road
Precinct No. 23, Jose E. Lucero,
judge of registration.
to view and mark out the road prayed
judge of regist ration,
No.
as
fee
3,
of election, $3.00.
Is
$43.25.
in
sheriff,
a
still
Judge
order
that
public road,
Precinct. No. JO, gosfehes belttlo,
Precinct No. 40, Juan Jose Lucero, judge of election, $2.00.
for, pursuant to a petition filed by
Precinct.
No. 40, Oregorio Zamora,
'be no question of the le
there
Secundino
may
Romero,
Precinct
sheriff,
No.
13th,
preclnc' Judge of registration.,
23, Guadalnpe' Segura,
Paul McCormick, September
Judge of registration,
Of election, $2.00;
of the action of this compan? No, 5, foes as sheriff, $30,75,
judge
of
Las
gality
from
road
judge
new
$2.00.
a
election,
for
Precinct
No.
Jose
11,
Preeltlct No. 47, Santiago Martiner,,
1910, asking
T; Martini,
Precinct No. 43, JesnS M- Gonzales,
Precinct fco- - 231, Alejo Martinez,
Secundino Romero, sheriff, precinct Judge of registration.
of registration.
Conchas in precinct No. 19, have the in constructing the dam above rejudge
6f election, $2,00.
judge
we
Of election, $2.00.
ferred
ask
to,
that
Judge
respectfully
fi,
as
No,
report:
fees
sheriff, $11.00,
Precinct No. 11, Juan' Abeytln,
honor to make the following
Precinct NO. 47, Timetlo Fresque.
Precinct
No. 45, Juan J. Gallegos,
said
road
Precinct No. 29, It A, Canter,
be, by proper
may
That pursuant to the order of the the
Secundino Romero, sheriff, precinct Judge of registration.
judge of registration.
Of election, $2,00.
judge
order
of
of
vacated
din
and
view,
board,
jadge
such
$2(,00,
your
for
election,
board fixing the date
Precinct Ntf. 11, ftipollta fto'lba?,
No. 5, fees a sheriff, $49.62.
Pfecfnrt No. 48, Juan P. Cards,
Precinct No. 45, Antonio A, Salazar
Precinct No. 34, Teodocio Valencia,
In accordance with" law, three notices continued.
judge of jeglsf ration.
Sectindlno Romero, sheriff, precinct Judge of registration.
of election, $2.00.
judge
of
Judge
The
election, $2,00.
Very respectfully,
Agua Pura No. fi, fuel
were posted In the most conspicuous
Precinct No. 12, Pablo .4. Sen.
Precinct No, 49, ProspeTO S. Baca,
comfor
and
Jail
Precinct
No. 48, Hllarlo1 Gonzales,
county
Precinct Jto, 42, Antonio 0. Garcia,
of Las Vegas.
Judge of registration.
places, along said new proposed road, Company
Judge of registration.
$47,00,
mittments,
of
judge
$2.00.
flection,
of
fixed
election, $3.00.
By F. H. PIERCE,
five days previous to the day
Precinct NO. 12, Antonio Archuleta
Pretlnct No. 4fApofoftlo Marque, jndg
Precinct No.- 62, Marry Marrlsson,
Secundino
Romero,
Irreoinrt
No". 42, Ramori
com
Precinct
sheriff,
Zamora,
that
your
Superintendent,
for the view thereof;
y Flores, Judge of registration.
Judge of reglsfratlon.
'
Jtidge Of election, $2.00.
Judg of election, $2.00,
attending
probato
The following resolution was Intro No. 5, services
missioners so appointed met at the
No.
Precinct.
Precinct No. 49, Cbas. ft. Lelbschner
Juan
Jose
Msesfas,
1,
Precinct
court
No.
and
.testis'
51,of
board
fit.- Madrid,
Precinct
commls
No.
42,
Maes,
in
Jnan
county
duced by Mr. Martinez:
time and at the point designated
Jr., ttdge of registration,
Judge of registration.
of election, $2.00.
sloners
of
third
of
Judge
jttdg
meetings
during
efeeUdn,
$2.00,
asquartef
point
to
It
th
the
starting
appears
WHEREAS,
the petition
Miiestatf.
Pieclnct No, 15, Jnan
Precinct No, Bft, Jose Mannel Naf-anjpT&e-tnA, D , .1910, $58.00.
No, 41, Hllarlo Montana,
Precinct No. e4, R. fe.
Croolrs,
such road, to attend to their duties board from the petition presented
of registration,
Judge
Judge of resfsfraflow,
of
judgeelection,of election, $2.00.
$2.00.
jtidge
then
Secundino
commissioners
of
Pnra
Lad
the
Romero, sheriff, preoinc
by
Agua
company
viWers Your
Precinct No. 6ft, Mafias Aragon,
Precinct No. 11. Francisco- - S. MoPfe!nct no. 44,- Felipe Gallego,
roal
No. 5, sanitary Insect exterminator
Precinct No, 57, Eelesfor Benavfde
proceeded to view the proposed com- Vegas, that the said road leading
lodge of registration.
nte?, Jodg of registration,
of election, $2.00,
jtfdg
Tour
6f election, $2.0O,
from the main traveled road from $20.00.
judge
to the terminus thereof.
Precinct No. 61,
Precinct No. 14, Mateo Montvya,
Ton
Osfela,
Precinct No. 44, Andrea Chafe,
Secundino Romero, sheriff, precinct ' Jn4g of
missioners thereupon determined that Las Vega to the Hot Springs towha;
of
Judge
feglsffalfofl.
registration.
jtidg of eteefldfl,
(Te te continued.;)
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LOCAL NEWS

No long waits
shop.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Tllden.

1017

Telephone

The B'Nai B'Rith held a business
meeting yesterday morning in Temple
Monteflore.
and sign
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue.

Hay
Timothy
Cleaned
White

..Oats..

Bran Corn, Corn Chops
AND

PIE

"OUR

FLOUR"

LUDWIO

Orange sherbet for dessert at din
ner at White Kitchen Tuesday. Meals
cents.
Twenty-fiv- e

Paint Shop for Rent For pointing
carriages and autos, entire upstairs,
at the A. C. Schmidt shop.
The democratic county central com
mittee will hold a meeting tomorrow
evening in the office of La Voz.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Tuesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the resi
dence of Mrs. John Shank, 513 Douglas
avenue.
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold

Phone Main

131

W

Owing to the fact that much of the
basketball material in the High school
this spring is in the senior class that
school will make no attempt to put a
team into the field. The seniors are
a'l working hard at their studies in
order to insure the completion of their
work and the receipt of their diplo
mas. They are engaged also in re
hearsing for the class play, which will
be a pretentious production. There is
much interest in baseball in the school
but the organization of a team does
not look feasible.

The Las Vegas club will hold a spe
cial meeting this evening in the club
rooms on the Plaza. A full attendance
ia expected.
This morning In his office In the
court house Justice Pablo Vigil united
in marriage Lillie M. Walker and Ed
residents
ward S. Sharpe. Both-arof La3 Vegas.

Last evening Mrs. Juan Silva was
pleasantly suprised by a number of
her friends who gathered at her home
on the West side to congratulate her
upon the recurrence of her name day.
The librty, in which was included, several musicians, gave a serenade after
which the invitation to come into the
house was accepted. The evenins
was spent in vocal and instrumental
music. Refreshments were served.

e

Orange sherbet for dessert at din
ner at White Kitchen Tuesday. Meals

ESTABLISHED 1876

Twenty-fiv-

e

cents.

There will be a regular meeting of
I. O. O. F. lodge this evening at
7:30 o'clock. There will be work in
the first degree. All brothers are
urged to be present.

the

Tine

Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

The Feast of St. Joseph was celebrated yesterday in all the Catholic
parishes in Las Veags. High mass,
followed by the benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament, took place at the
Immaculate Conception church at 10
Rev. Father
o'clock. The pastor,
an
interesting
preached
Rabeyrolle,
sermon upon the life and character cf
St Joseph.

Word was received today by
Fitzsimmons of the Y. M. C. A,
that the next attraction of the Santa
Fe entertainment course would be the
"Victoria Four," a ladies' quartette,
which will be here Thursday evening
In add'tlon to the quartette, "Winona,'
fills out the program
Postmaster F. O. Blood has been in a dance artist,
men and their
railroad
for
Tickets
formed through the postal department
tomorrow.
distributed
will
be
families
which
that the postofflce at Onava,
had been closed for some time, has
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, superintend
been reopened. H. T. Herring has
ent
of the New Mexico mission of the
been appointed postmaster.
Methodist Episcopal church, preached
two scholarly sermons yesterday at
Mr
the First .Methodist church.
number
a
heard
was
large
by
Bright
of people at both services. In the af
ternoon he addressed a meeting for
men in the Y. M. C. A. building.

Appointments of two new postmas
ters for New Mexico offices have been
announced. ' These are George E. Hos-kinHalls Peak, Mora county; J. Den
ton Sims, Mescalero, Otero county.

Special

the result of heavy rains up the
canyon yesterday the Gallinas rose
The
several inches this morning.
As

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

SUCH AS

Halibut
Sea Bass
Red Snapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
Crabs, eta
Oysters,
Catfish,

Baricuda,

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Salmon
HaUbut

Fennan Haddie, etc.

Graaf

&

ery article guaranteed.

614 Lincoln Avenue

LEST YOU FORGET, WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF

Fresh Fish

We are closing out our

stock of Triple Coated
Steel Enamel Ware Ev

Salt Fish
New Norway Mackerel
, Cod Fish
Salt Herring, etc
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

SEE OUR WINDOW

I.

i STEMS
GROCER.

Is
tii pnuntv bridee
inch
about
water
is
eight
The
swift.
es deeper than it has been for several
months. Dirt and debris came down
the stream showing the torrential
character of the rain.

Poultry

Rabbits, etc.

Ducks

Game

I

mile from court house;
Only 1
has timber, grass, creek and good
piece, plowland.

160 ACRES FOR $640
About 7 miles out; 60 acres
plowland, the rest canyon, timber and grazing, has creek and
spring.
160 ACRES FOR $2,400
Four

miles north

Harris Real Estate
612 LINCOLN

Co.

AVENUE.

aw

HE

New Rockers

m asms r imn

$1.50 to $2.00

FROM

IN PRICE

Your

LET US SHO" YOU

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

J.

They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.
They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen aoap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

C.

Johnsen & Son

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Matin 227,

Retail Prices:
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
5b lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery

Less than

SO

100

per

lb.

25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.

lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AG UA PURA COMPANY

When You Buy

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting; qualities of which have madeLas Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.

ud
731

BAKERY GOODS
You Always Have

a Suspicion

ARE THEY CLEAN?

TRY OUR

for a Starter

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal,
'

11

sizes.

wf

DW.

cS&

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON

Foot of Main St.

Jt

LUMP
.

Phono Main 21

Taiche rt'

"BOSTONIAIVS"

Famous Shoes for Men

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

CONTRACTOR

276. f

A SUPERB LINE

Four miles out on Mora road;
has buildings and corrals. Can
nearly all be irrigated xby

Per Quart, 50c PcrGaiion Frank Revell,
and
joo
Perry Onion & Sort
' Ranch Phone

"A Square Deal"

stable, corrals and little orchard.
Cheap.
180 ACRES FOR $3,600

15c

462,

Marf"

GREENBERGER

on Eighth

Whole Wheat Bread

NOW

Copyright Hart Schaffner &

'

Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one

Our Onion Sets are Beat

i

street at the shore of Camfield
reservoir site; has house, barn

All OUR GOODS
are baked in "Hubbard's Portable Sanitary Oven," in a
sunny, brick room,
inja sanitary manner

of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in the city.

You undoubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and riarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style,
quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit, and
we personally look to
that with an absolute
guarantee of

160 ACRES FOR $500

AT

Store Phone Main

Hen and
Young lien

Now You Belter
Get a Farm

BUILDER

on AU Kinds of

Hayward Co. Store

d

Good

LFELD

slight shower fell at noon today. It
continued only a few minutes. Threat
ening clouds have been hanging over
the city at intervals during yesterday
and today. Tomorrow the vernal
equinox occurs and it is expected by
many people that it will be the occa
sion for a rain or snow storm.
A

PLANT THEM
Turkeys, Geese,
Hens, Springs,

Hart.Sch-affnertn-

Marx

n

Yesterday was a beautiful day.
Every auto in town that was in com
mission was put to use and many people were seen riding about in buggies,
and carriages. Early in the morning
several parties of hunters hiked for
the lakes in autos. They returned during the forenoon, some with game
bags well filled and others bemoaning
their luck. In the afternoon there
was a regular drees parade on the
street and the Plaza park was visit
ed by nearly as many people as on
Sunday afternoons during the summer.

tendance prize system will be begun
this evening.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

the Home of

PHONE MAIN 379

its regular meeting tonight. The at

3r

Greenberger's

J

Clothes for

For Sale Horse, buggy and har
ness. Inquire Mrs. L. P. Wright

cy gowns.
Main 357.

A

o'clock

Seat now on sale for Olga Nether- sole at Murphey's and Schaefer's.

AT

GRASS SEEB

CHOICE BULK WHITE CLOVER

at Long'

10

BLUE

AND

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over the bar
Buffet.

it

CHOICE

BULK

Estimates Famished
worn a opeomiiy
Bunding
Opposite"Optic
Phone Main 336.

There '3 a difference between really good
shoes and simply good looking shoes. Yet
most men, buy their shoes by the "looks"
by toe appearance of. the surface. This isn't
always a safe way to buy. For instance! the
of ."Bostonian Shoes" is
appearance but
the through and through
closely imitated, '
V
quality never!
Every one-o- f distinctive character!

ti

03. 5 O, $4, $4. SO, 05 ,
.

Next to

Wells-Farg-o

Express Company.

